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Measurement of the Cosmic Ray Energy Spectrum with IceTop 73
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Abstract: We report on the measurement of the all particle cosmic ray energy spectrum with the IceTop air
shower array in the energy range from 1.6 PeV up to 1.3 EeV. The IceTop air shower array is the surface component
of the IceCube Neutrino Observatory at the geographical South Pole. The analysis was performed using IceTop in
its 73 station configuration when it was 90% complete. The spectrum was derived using an iterative unfolding
with shower size as an energy proxy.
Corresponding authors: Bakhtiyar Ruzybayev1, Javier Gonzalez1
1 University of Delaware
Keywords: IceTop, All-particle energy spectrum.
1 Introduction
High resolution measurements of the cosmic ray energy
spectrum and the elemental composition will improve
our understanding of the acceleration and propagation of
high energy cosmic rays. In this paper we investigate the
spectrum in the region from 1.6 PeV up to 1.3 EeV. We are
reporting on the measurement of the spectrum by the IceTop
air shower array in its 73 station configuration using the
shower size for the energy estimation. The shower size to
energy conversion is performed assuming a mixed primary
composition as described in reference [1] and is referred
to as H4a model. The zenith dependence of the shower
attenuation is used for estimating the uncertainty on the flux
due to primary composition.
2 The IceTop Detector and Data
IceTop [2] is the surface component of the IceCube Neutrino
Observatory. IceTop is designed to detect air showers from
primary cosmic rays in the 300 TeV to 1 EeV energy range.
IceTop is an air shower array consisting of 81 surface
stations in its final configuration and covering an area
of one square kilometer. The inter-station separation is
about 125m. Each station consists of two ice Cherenkov
tanks separated by 10m. Two Digital Optical Modules
(DOM) [3] are deployed per tank. Each DOM contains a 10
inch photomultiplier tube (PMT) and electronics for signal
processing and readout [4]. An Ice-Top station is considered
triggered when both tanks in the station record hits within
1 µs of each other. DOM charges are calibrated using signals
from single muons and all charges are converted to the tank
and DOM independent unit of ’Vertical Equivalent Muon’
(VEM) [2].
This analysis was done on the data taken in the period
from June 1, 2010 to May 13, 2011 when IceTop consisted
of 73 stations. The effective live-time of the data-set used is
327 days.
3 Simulation
Detailed simulations were used to relate measured air show-
er parameters to the properties of primary cosmic rays.
Air showers were simulated in a wide energy range from
105 GeV to 109.5 GeV with CORSIKA [6]. Showers above
108 GeV were ’thinned’ [7] to reduce computational time
and storage volume. Hadronic interaction models used were
SIBYLL 2.1 [8] for interactions with energies greater than
80GeV and FLUKA [9] at lower energies. A smaller set
was simulated using QGSJET-II [10] for systematic studies.
Simulated atmosphere had an atmospheric overburden of
692.9 g/cm2 (680 hPa), which is also the average overbur-
den for the full year of data. Snow cover on top of tanks in
simulation was same as measured in February, 2010. Air
showers were simulated with equal number of showers per
sinq cosq bin, in a zenith range of 0 to 40 degrees. Four
primary types, H, He, O, Fe, were simulated with more
than 42000 CORSIKA showers per primary. During the
analysis showers are reweighted by different assumed spec-
tra. Each CORSIKA shower was resampled 100 times to
increase statistics. Shower cores were uniformly distribut-
ed over areas larger than the detector area with an energy
dependent resampling radius. The detector response was
simulated using IceCube software that simulates the entire
chain of data taking and all the hardware [2]. Interactions
of charged particles with the IceTop tanks were simulated
using the GEANT4 [11] package. The simulations of single
primary elements were weighted by a power law spectrum,
dN
dE µ E
 2.7. For a mixed composition we used the model
from reference [1], referred to as H4a. The H4a model con-
sists of 5 elemental groups.
4 Analysis
4.1 Basic reconstructions
The IceTop reconstruction algorithm [2] uses information
from individual tanks, including location, charge and pulse
time. Shower direction, core location and shower size are
reconstructed by fitting the measured charges with a Lateral
Distribution Function (LDF) and the signal times with a
5
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Fig. 1: log10(S125) vs. log10(Etrue). scatter plot for proton
primary simulation with cosq   0.95, weighted by a flux
model dNdE µ E
 2.7
function describing the geometric shape of the shower front.
The lateral distribution function is defined as:
S(R) = Sre f
✓
R
Rre f
◆ b 0.303log10✓ RRre f ◆
, (1)
where Sre f is the shower size or signal at a reference
distance Rre f to the shower axis, b is the slope of the
logarithmic LDF at Rre f . The shower front is described
using the signal times as:
t(x) = t0+
1
c
(x xc)n+Dt(R), (2)
where t(x) is the signal time of the tank at position x, xc
is the position of shower core on the ground and n is the
unit vector in the direction of movement of the shower.
The functional form of Dt(R) is a sum of a parabola and
a gaussian which describes the curvature as a deviation
from the plane perpendicular to the shower axis containing
xc. Equations 1 and 2 describe the expectations for the
charge and time of air shower signals. They are fitted to
the measured data using a maximum likelihood method [2]
with an additional term describing the saturation likelihood.
The shower size, S125, is defined as the fitted value of the
LDF (Eq.1) at a perpendicular distance of 125m away from
the shower axis. From this fit we get the reconstrcuted core
location (x,y), zenith (q ) and azimuthal (f ) angles.
Snow accumulates on top of IceTop tanks with time,
which reduces the measured signal in a tank. To correct for
this reduction, the expected signal in the likelihood fitting
procedure is reduced according to:
Sexpected,corrected = Sexpected exp
✓
 d secq
l
◆
, (3)
where d is the snow on top of the tank, q is the measured
zenith angle of the shower and l = 2.1m is the effective
attenuation length of the electromagnetic component of the
shower in the snow.
The core resolution of the current reconstruction method
is better than 15m around few PeV and improves to less
than 8m at higher energy. The directional resolution is
between 0.2   0.8 , depending on energy and zenith angle.
Table 1: Fit parameters for Eq.4 for the mixed, H4a,
composition assumption in four zenith ranges.
Composition Zenith range p0 p1
H4a
cosq   0.95 6.018 0.938
0.95> cosq   0.90 6.062 0.929
0.90> cosq   0.85 6.117 0.921
0.85> cosq   0.80 6.182 0.914
4.2 Event selection
The event selection was done according to the following
cuts which were applied both to the simulated and the
experimental data.
1. Events must trigger at least 5 stations with recon-
structed fits converged (Eqs.1 and 2).
2. Events with log10(S125/VEM)  0.0.
3. Events with cosq   0.8 are selected.
4. Reconstructed cores must be within a geometric
boundary that is inside the outermost stations.
5. Events with the largest signal in a station on the edge
of the array are rejected.
6. Events in which no station has a signal greater than 6
vertical equivalent muons are rejected.
The last two cuts were introduced to reduce migration
of high energy showers that fall outside the geometric
containment but still trigger a large number of stations and
get reconstructed within the containment area.
4.3 Energy estimation method
To estimate the energy of the primary cosmic ray, we use the
relationship between shower size S125 and the true primary
energy, Etrue, from simulations. This relationship depends
on the mass of the primary particle and the zenith angle of
the air shower. Figure 1 shows a 2-dimensional histogram
of the log10(S125) vs log10(Etrue) for simulated protons
weighted by a flux model dNdE µ E
 2.7. For a given zenith
bin we slice the distribution shown in Fig.1 in 0.05 bins
of log10(S125) and plot the distributions of true energy for
each bin. We fit each energy distribution with a gaussian
function and use the fitted mean as the energy estimate
for the given bin of log10(S125). The relationship between
log10(S125) and log10(Etrue) is:
log10(E) = p1 log10(S125)+ p0. (4)
Table 1 shows the fit parameters for the mixed compositon
assumption. For each composition assumption we get a set
of energy estimators as shown in figure 2 for the H4a model
assumption. When showing spectra for a given zenith range
and assumed composition, the energy was estimated with
the appropriate functional relationship.
4.4 Flux derivation
The flux was calculated according to the following formula:
J(E) =
dN
dE Ae f f DWT
, (5)
where DW= 2p (cosqmin  cosqmax), solid angle range, T
= live-time, and Ae f f is the effective area
6
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Fig. 2: S125-to-Etrue relations in four zenith ranges for the
H4a composition assumption.
Ae f f = Acut
cosqmax+ cosqmin
2
e(E), (6)
where Acut is the geometric containment and e(E) is the
detector efficiency
e(E) =
Nreco
Ntrue
. (7)
where Nreco is the number of events with reconstructed
energy and zenith angle within the bin, and reconstructed
core contained in the IceTop fiducial area, and Ntrue is the
number of events with true energy and true zenith angle
within the bin, and true core contained in the IceTop fiducial
area. Efficiencies were evaluated and applied separately
for each composition assumption and each of the four
zenith bins. Examples of the derived spectra for different
composition assumptions in four zenith ranges can be seen
in Fig.3.
The final spectrum was derived assuming the H4a model
and averaging over the full zenith range cosq   0.8. The
spectrum was unfolded by an iterative procedure in which
the spectrum derived in the previous step was used to
determine the effective area and the S125-to-Etrue relation
for the next spectrum evaluation. In case of convergence
the effective area effectively accounts for migrations due to
finite resolutions. In the first step the spectrum was derived
assuming the H4a model. The result was fitted by the sum of
three power-law functions each with an exponential cutoff.
The fitted spectrum, keeping the fractional contributions
of the elemental groups as in the H4a model, was used
for the simulation of the next step efficiencies and energy
conversions. The spectrum derived in this first iteration
step showed no significant difference to the one derived
using the original H4a model meaning that the iterative
unfolding converged already after one iteration. The same
algorithm was applied starting with a featureless power-
law spectrum with an H4a composition. In this case the
spectrum converged after two iterations.
4.5 Systematics
There are four major systematic uncertainties on energy
estimation that were accounted for in this analysis. All sys-
tematic uncertainties on primary energy were propagated to
flux. When calculating different systematics, all condition-
s except the systematics under investigation, are kept the
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Fig. 3: Cosmic ray energy spectrum for 3 composition
assumptions and 4 zenith ranges.
same.
Uncertainty in VEM calibration
The measured charge of each IceTop tank is calibrated us-
ing the signal due to atmospheric muons [2]. From simu-
lation studies a 3% uncertainty on the charge callibration
and thus on the absoulute energy scale was found [5]. This
uncertainty on absolute charge calibration translates into
an absolute uncertainty in the signal, S125, and consecutive-
ly in the energy. We propagate this uncertainty to primary
energy and flux.
7
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Uncertainty in snow correction
The systematic error due to snow correction arises from the
uncertainty in the correction parameter l . In the analysis
we used l =2.1m and the uncertainty is ±0.2m. The error
in S125 is estimated from the difference between shower
size spectra derived using l = 1.9m and l = 2.3m. This
error is propagated to an error in energy using the same
S125-to-Etrue conversion (Eq.4) for all three S125 spectra.
Difference between SYBILL 2.1 and QGSJET II
To compare two interaction models, S125-to-Etrue relation-
s were recalculated using the smaller simulated sets with
QGSJET II as the interaction model. Comparison of the
S125-to-Etrue relations show that for a given S125, QGSJET
II simulation results in lower energies compared to SYBILL
2.1. The largest difference is D log(E/GeV) = 0.02, mean-
ing that for the same primary energy QGSJET produces
larger S125 signal compared to SYBILL 2.1.
Uncertainty and composition dependence
The method used in this analysis requires a predefined com-
position assumption to translate the measured S125 spectrum
to the primary energy spectrum. In addition to the baseline
scenario, the mixed composition H4a, we considered 4 dif-
fernet composition assumptions (pure proton, pure helium,
pure oxygen and pure iron), to estimate the impact of the
composition uncertainties to the all-particle spectrum.
Assuming that the cosmic ray directions are isotropically
distributed, the measurement of the spectrum in different
zenith ranges should yield the same result for each zenith.
For a given energy, protons or light nuclei penetrate deeper
into the atmosphere compared to heavy nuclei like iron.
Heavy nuclei start to interact higher in the atmosphere and
showers will be at a different stage of development at the
detector level compared to the light nuclei. When looking
at large zenith angle events, one effectively increases the
amount of atmosphere that showers need to traverse to get
to the detector. This information is sensitive to composition.
Reconstruction of the experimental data assuming pure
proton and pure iron compositions in four zenith ranges
are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). It can be seen that
for a pure proton assumption the most inclined spectrum
(0.80cosq < 0.85) is systematically lower than vertical
spectrum (cosq   0.95), in the energy range where statistics
are not an issue. While for pure iron assumption it is the
opposite, the inclined spectrum is systematically higher
than vertical.
Four zenith spectra for the mixed, H4a, composition as-
sumption can be seen in Fig. 3(c). Compared to pure proton
and pure iron , H4a assumption leads to a smaller difference
between vertical and inclined spectra, but still not zero. To
estimate the systematic uncertainty in the all-particle energy
spectrum due to composition, we use the differences for the
H4a assumption between the final (Eq.5 with cosqmin = 1.0,
and cosqmax = 0.8) and the vertical (cosq   0.95) spectra,
and the final and the inclined (0.80cosq < 0.85) spectra
in the energy range 6.2< log10(E/GeV)< 7.5 where sta-
tistical fluctuations are negligible. The largest difference
between spectra is taken as a fixed value for the error due to
composition across all energies as a conservative estimate.
5 Results and discussion
The final spectrum is shown in Fig.4. The IceTop Shower
Size parameter, S125, is calibrated against the true primary
energy using the H4a composition model as an input to our
simulations. We observe that, beyond our systematics, the
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Fig. 4: Spectral fits in different energy ranges. Shaded area
represents the systematic errors added in quadrature.
all-particle cosmic-ray energy spectrum does not follow a
single power law above the knee (4.4±0.4 PeV), but shows
significant structure. The final spectrum was fitted by a
simple power functions of the form
dN
dlnE dAdWdt
= I0
✓
E
1GeV
◆ g+1
, (8)
in four different energy ranges. The break points in the
spectrum are defined as the intersection of the fitted power
functions.
The spectral index before the knee is  2.63± 0.01±
0.06, and changes smoothly between 4 to 7 PeV to 3.13±
0.01± 0.03. Another break is observed at around 18±
2 PeV, above which the spectrum hardens with a spectral
index of  2.91± 0.01± 0.03. A sharp fall is observed
beyond 130± 30 PeV with a spectral index of  3.37±
0.08± 0.08. The power function fits to the spectrum and
their parameters are shown in Fig.4.
In summary, we have obtained a measurement of the
cosmic-ray energy spectrum with an energy resolution
of 20% below 10 PeV and less than 13% above 10 PeV.
Systematic uncertainty is the main error on flux and is no
more than ±9%. The hardening of the spectrum around
18 PeV and steepening around 130 PeV is a clear signature
of the spectrum and can not be attributed to any of the
systematics or detector artefacts.
Acknowledgment:The ICRC 2013 is funded by FAPERJ,
CNPq, FAPESP, CAPES and IUPAP.
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Abstract: Amundsen Scott station, located at the geographic South Pole, is arguably the most sensitive surface
location on Earth for the detection of solar energetic particles because of the combination of low geomagnetic
cutoff and high altitude. Three complementary instruments are now in operation there. IceTop is an array of
162 ice Cherenkov detectors each comprising approximately 2000 kg of clear ice. Each detector is viewed by
photomultipliers feeding rate scalers set to different threshold levels, typically counting 1 kilohertz and above. The
array of thresholds in principle allows IceTop to determine the energy spectrum of the solar energetic particles.
The South Pole neutron monitor, with a long operating history at this location, is a standard 3NM64. Additionally
there is an array of bare neutron detectors (without lead shielding) referred to as the Polar Bares. The monitor
and bares respond to successively lower energy particles than the Cherenkov detectors, extending the spectral
response. In this work we examine the Ground Level Enhancement (GLE) of May 17, 2012, related to an M5.1
solar flare, which was the first GLE in this solar cycle and the first one since December 2006. We estimate the
energy spectrum of the solar particles and interpret the result in the context of observations from the global neutron
monitor network. Corresponding authors: Takao Kuwabara2, Paul Evenson2
2 University of Delaware, 217 Sharp lab, Newark DE 19711, USA
Keywords: IceCube, IceTop, Neutron Monitor, Ground Level Enhancement, Solar Flare
1 Introduction
The Amundsen Scott station is located at the geographic
South Pole. With its unique position of high altitude
(2835m) and nearly zero geomagnetic cut-off, cosmic ray
detectors located there can resolve solar and galactic cos-
mic ray disturbances with unprecedented detail. Three com-
plementary instruments are now in operation there. One is
a standard 3NM64 neutron monitor [1] and another is an
array of 12 bare (without lead) neutron detectors referred to
as the Polar Bares.
The third is IceTop, the surface component of the Ice-
Cube Neutrino Observatory, which is an air shower array
consisting of 162 ice Cherenkov “tank” detectors, each 90
cm deep and each with a surface area of 2.7 m2. In each
tank the Cherenkov light is measured by two Digital Op-
tical Modules (DOM), one operated at high gain and the
other at low gain to provide sufficient dynamic range to
cover both large and small air showers. For the analysis
of solar events, we use counting rates from two discrimi-
nators in each high gain DOM. For historical reasons the
discriminators are termed SPE (Single Photo Electron) and
MPE (Multi Photo Electron). The SPE discriminators are in
fact set to thresholds ranging from below one photoelectron
to over 20 photoelectrons. All of the MPE discriminators
are set to a threshold of approximately 20 photoelectrons
as needed for air shower detection. Counting rates of the
SPE discriminators range from 1 to 15 kHz. Those SPE
and MPE discriminator rates are affected by the different
amount of snow that has accumulated on each tank [2].
In a ground based cosmic ray detector the fine details
of the primary spectrum at the top of the atmosphere for
solar physics work are lost but, particularly at South Pole, a
surprising amount of information remains. Yield functions,
with units area-solid-angle, describe the relation between
particle flux at the top of the atmosphere and a particular
counting rate. They depend on particle arrival direction,
rigidity, mass of the primary nucleus and detector charac-
teristics. At high latitudes such as South Pole, defocusing
in the geomagnetic field produces a nearly isotropic flux at
the top of the atmosphere even if the flux outside the mag-
netosphere is highly anisotropic. At low energy (when the
probability of a particle or its progeny to reach the surface
is small), the yield function is smaller than the physical
area-solid-angle of the detector, but at high energy (when a
shower can give rise to a signal even if the extrapolated tra-
jectory of the primary passes outside the detector) it can be
larger. The yield function of the Polar Bares peaks at lower
energy than that of the 3NM64. IceTop yield functions peak
at still higher energies, with each discriminator threshold
producing a different yield function.
In this paper we examine the Ground Level Enhance-
ment (GLE) of May 17, 2012, related to an M5.1 solar flare,
which was the first GLE in this solar cycle and the first one
since December 2006. By using calculated and measured
yield functions for the various detectors we are able to de-
convolute the different discriminator counting rates to pro-
duce an estimate of the energy spectrum of the solar parti-
cles and interpret the result in the context of observations
from the global neutron monitor network.
2 GLE Observation from the Neutron
Monitor Network
An overview of the GLE as seen in the neutron monitor
network is shown in Figure 1. Onset was around 1:50 UT
at Apatity and Oulu, both of which had viewing directions
close to the inferred sunward direction of the interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF). Mawson, which actually views closer
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Figure 1: Percent increases, relative to the count rate averaged from 01:00 to 01:30 UT of 13 high latitude neutron monitors
with arbitrary values added to separate the traces [3, 4] (left) and viewing directions for an assumed P 5 particle spectrum
calculated for 2:00 UT (right). Solid circles show station locations, squares show asymptotic viewing directions for a
median energy particle, and lines show the range of viewing directions for the central 80% of the detector energy response.
Viewing directions for the GOES-13 P4-P11 channels are also shown. The IMF direction at Earth [5] from 2:00 to 3:30 UT
is shown as a series of colored marks, solid circles for the sunward direction and x marks for the anti-sunward.
to the inferred field direction also saw a fast rise however
the peak was not clearly observed and intensity was about
half of others (8%). It is not unusual to see an offset of
the peak fluxes from the inferred field direction. Other
stations with less favorable viewing directions saw smaller
enhancements as is typical. The South Pole NM64 and
Polar Bare increases started a few minutes after Apatity and
Oulu and showed a clear pulse like enhancement ( 15%)
with a peak just after 2:00 UT even though their viewing
direction is more comparable to that of Peawanuck and
Nain, which saw relatively small increases. All of those
stations see broader enhancements (  5%) behind the pulse.
Other stations see only broad enhancements but with small
( 5%) amplitudes.
3 GLE Observation at South Pole
Figure 2 compares the GLE observed at South Pole with
data from the GOES-13 spacecraft [6] which had a similar
asymptotic direction. IceTop rates are average counting rate
of several discriminators. SPE1 and SPE2 are the average
of the lower 62 and higher 100 SPE discriminator thresh-
olds respectively, while MPE is the average of all 162 MPE
discriminators. We can see that lower threshold discrim-
inators have larger percentage increases. The Bare count
rates also have a larger percentage increase than the NM64
rates because they respond more to lower energy particles
and the solar spectrum is softer than the galactic cosmic
ray spectrum. We can see that IceTop and neutron monitors
both saw the clear pulse and subsequent broad enhance-
ment. In this preliminary analysis we use the counting rates
of the multiple discriminator thresholds in IceTop and the
different neutron detectors to derive the energy spectrum of
the solar particles during the initial pulse of the event.
3.1 Neutron Monitor Polar Bare Analysis
If we assume that the galactic cosmic ray flux is constant
during the baseline interval and throughout the enhance-
ment, the neutron monitor counting rate increase at the lo-
cation of geomagnetic cut-off rigidity Pc is expressed as
DN(Pc) =
Z •
Pc
S(P) · Jsep(P)dP (1)
where S(P) is the neutron monitor yield function and
Jsep(P) is the primary solar energetic particle (SEP) spec-
trum. By assuming a simple power law SEP spectrum as
Jsep(P)= J0P g , the ratio of rate increases of Bare to NM64
can be expressed as a function of g
DNBare
DNNM64
=
R •
Pc SBare ·P gdPR •
Pc SNM64 ·P gdP
(2)
Response functions for Bare SBare and NM64 SNM64
are determined in [7] from Dorman functions N(P) =
N0(1  exp( aP k)) which have parameters N0=157.68,
a=7.846, and k=0.940 for Bare, and N0=151.67, a=8.415,
and k=0.894 for NM64.
We then follow [8] to derive the spectrum of the solar
particles. Spectral parameters shown in the bottom two
panels of Figure 2 are determined every 10 min from 2:00
to 4:30 (points), along with a 15 min average from 02:05 to
02:20 UT for the pulse and a 60 min average from 02:35 to
03:35 UT for the broad enhancement (bars). These averages
and time intervals are used in the subsequent comparison
with IceTop. We derive a somewhat harder spectrum for
the pulse ( Jsep(P) = 1.14 · P 4.3(cm2 s sr GV) 1, P in
GV ) than for the broad enhancement ( Jsep(P) = 0.673 ·
P 4.9(cm2 s sr GV) 1, P in GV ).
3.2 IceTop Analysis
Figure 3 shows the increase in counting rate of individual
IceTop discriminators averaged over 15 min from 02:05
to 02:20 UT. These increases are plotted as a function of
the base count rates defined as an average count rate from
01:00 to 01:30 UT. Discriminators with higher base count
rates (lower threshold settings) have larger increases. In
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Figure 2: GLE observation at South Pole and GOES. From
top panel, GOES-13 proton channel, IceTop rates, South-
Pole neutron monitor rates, ratio of Bare/NM64 monitor, es-
timated parameters of primary spectrum from “Polar Bare”
analysis as amplitude J0 and exponent g of a power law in
momentum.
order to derive a spectrum from the counting rates we must
determine a separate yield function for each discriminator.
The yield functions must minimally take into account the
discriminator setting, characteristics of the tank, barometric
pressure and snow cover, all on an individual basis.
Determining a complete set of yield functions is a work
in progress. We are presently engaged in adapting the exten-
sive simulation apparatus developed to analyze air showers
with IceTop [10]. Significant modification is required be-
cause the minimum signal accepted in the air shower anal-
ysis corresponds to the MPE threshold, approximately 20
photoelectrons, whereas most of the information on solar
events comes from signals with amplitudes below this. Sim-
ulation of signals above 20 photoelectrons is well devel-
oped on an integrated charge basis, whereas at lower levels
the shape of the waveform becomes more irregular and the
treatment must be on a voltage amplitude basis. In Figure
3 note the rather regular behavior of the increases for base
rates below 4 kHz and the markedly different behavior to
the right of this. The threshold producing a base rate of
4 kHz is predicted by the integrated charge calibration to
correspond to 3 photoelectrons which defined as the half
of the maximum value of the charge distribution [10]. Ob-
servationally however, 4 kHz is clearly the true single pho-
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Figure 3: Increase of individual IceTop discriminator
counting rates during the pulse above the base count rates
(defined as the average count from 01:00 to 01:30 UT). Dif-
ferent colors correspond to different snow overburden.
toelectron threshold. Lower thresholds produce increasing
base rates as they go deeper into the electronic noise but
the enhancements during the event do not get larger as one
photoelectron is the minimum signal that can be generated
physically.
Until the more tailored calculations of yield functions are
available we must be content to make phenomenological
corrections to the data. One such correction is already
implicit in Figure 3 where we have corrected all of the
data for barometric pressure using multiplicative factors
derived for the base rates. We can also easily derive a
phenomenological correction of the snow effect to the
base counting rate, this time an additive correction. When
applied, as in Figure 4, this results in a much more aesthetic
ordering of the data. However clear trends remain in the
increases related to snow depth, as one might expect.
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Figure 4: Increase of individual IceTop discriminator
counting rates during the pulse above snow corrected base
count rates. Black and red lines are the best fit to a power
law and a power law with exponential cut-off spectrum.
At this point we return to the technique employed in our
analysis of the 2006 December 13 event [11] where we
used generic yield functions (in the sense that they were
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calculated for nominal tank properties, no snow overburden,
and a single barometric pressure) for various discriminator
settings from FLUKA simulations [12]. We derive the yield
function Si for each discriminator i from its snow corrected
base count rate Nbasei and an assumed galactic cosmic ray
spectrum Jgcr as
Nbasei =
Z
Si(P)Jgcr(P)dP. (3)
We can then determine the simple power law SEP spectrum
Jsep by using a least squares fitting technique to minimize,
c2 =Â
i
{ 1
s2DNi
[DNi 
Z
Si(P)Jsep(P)dP]2}, (4)
where DNi is the rate changes in i-th discriminator. We apply
the fitting to the discriminator for which the base count rate
is higher than 2 kHz where we see large rate increases. From
the FLUKA simulation 3.6 kHz is the rate at the single
photoelectron setting, so discriminators with higher base
rates are excluded from the analysis. The derived power
law spectrum of IceTop is Jsep(P) = 16.3 ·P 8.7(cm2 s sr
GV) 1, P in GV. The black line in Figure 4 shows the fitted
enhancements.
4 Results
The upper panel of Figure 5 summarizes different determi-
nations of the spectrum. The solid line is the spectrum from
the Neutron Monitor Polar Bare analysis with the heavier
line denoting the range that contains central 80% of the
energy response of the monitors to the solar particles. The
points show measurement of the SEPs from the GOES-13
spacecraft. The basic consistency of the two measurements
is similar to that obtained in an analysis of multiple events
by [13]. The broken line from the power law fit of the Ice-
Top analysis is not consistent with the Polar Bare analysis.
The most probable explanation is that the true spectrum
exhibits a major steepening and therefore cannot be ade-
quately represented by a power law in rigidity in either de-
tector.
To explore this possibility we assume an exponen-
tial cut-off in rigidity of the spectrum from the Polar
Bare analysis, with three free parameters. We find Jsep =
J0P 4.3 exp( P/0.78), P in GV as shown in the lower panel
of Figure 5. Normalization factors are separately determined
as JNM0 = 14.9 and J
IceTop
0 = 25.7 (cm
2 s sr GV) 1. This
difference is not unexpected because their yield functions
are not from same framework. This difference indicates the
level of systematic uncertainty in the present analysis. The
best fit of IceTop data to this spectrum is shown in Figure 4
as a red line. Observed increases of Bare and NM64 during
the pulse shown in Figure 2 are 9.13% and 6.56%, whereas
the fit gives 9.82% and 6.03% respectively.
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Abstract: The IceCube neutrino observatory detects energetic muons from the interaction of TeV cosmic rays
with the Earth’s atmosphere at a rate of about 2 kHz. The integration of this high rate over the course of several
years of operation has provided us with a data set of several billion events with cosmic-ray energies between 20
and 400 TeV. A data set of this size, combined with the degree-scale angular resolution of IceCube for cosmic-ray
muons, can be used to search for anisotropy in the arrival direction of cosmic rays at the per-mille level or lower.
Previous studies based on data taken with partial configurations of IceCube show significant anisotropy over a
wide range of angular scales in two energy bands of about 20 TeV and 400 TeV. We present an update on studies
using all currently available cosmic-ray data from IceCube, which consist of 150 billion events collected between
2007 and 2012.
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1 Introduction
Several years of observations from tens of GeV to PeV
energies have shown that cosmic rays arrive at the Earth
with a small anisotropy of order 10 4  10 3. The most
prominent feature in the anisotropy is a large angular scale
structure of per-mille amplitude that is usually described
as a dipole. Significant structure is also present with a
smaller amplitude and characteristic angular sizes between
15  and 30 . In addition, the topological structure of the
anisotropy changes at energies in excess of approximately
100 TeV, often interpreted as a change in phase of the dipole
component of the global anisotropy [1].
IceCube collects a large number of cosmic-ray induced
muon bundles (see section 2). The high degree of alignment
of the muons with the parent cosmic ray particles enables
the study of the distribution of cosmic-ray arrival directions
at a level of about 10 5. The median energy of cosmic
rays producing the muons collected by IceCube is about
20 TeV. Higher energies can be reached by selecting for
larger events. IceCube provided the first sky map of the
cosmic ray arrival direction up to 400 TeV median energy
range from the southern hemisphere [2, 3], confirming the
topological change in the observed anisotropy. With the
IceTop air-shower array it was possible to determine the
anisotropy up to about 2 PeV [4]. The sky map obtained
by subtracting the large angular scale components (a dipole
and a quadrupole in spherical harmonics) from the data [5],
shows significant small angular scale structures in the
cosmic ray anisotropy, similarly to observations in the
northern hemisphere [6, 7].
In this paper we present an update on previous cosmic
ray anisotropy studies using data collected by IceCube
from June 2007 to May 2012. First, we calculate the
angular power spectrum of the cosmic-ray map to search for
anisotropy over a wide angular range. We then concentrate
on the study of the anisotropy at very small angular scales
by fitting and subtracting the large scale structure from the
map. Finally, we present the resulting sky maps of cosmic
ray arrival distributions.
A separate analysis of the stability of the large scale
anisotropy with time is also presented in these proceedings
[8].
2 The IceCube Observatory
The IceCube neutrino telescope [9] consists of a
cubic-kilometer array of 5160 Digital Optical Modules
(DOMs) deployed on 86 vertical cables, or strings, between
depths of 1450m and 2450m in the glacial ice sheet at
the geographic South Pole. In this work, IceCube is used
as a cosmic-ray detector by exploiting its sensitivity to
energetic muons produced in the interaction of cosmic rays
with the Earth’s atmosphere. The Cherenkov light emitted
by energetic muons as they propagate through the ice is
recorded by DOMs. The amplitude and timing of the light
signals can be used to reconstruct the arrival direction of
the muons and therefore of their parent cosmic-ray particle.
IceCube was operated in partial configurations from
the beginning of detector construction in 2005 until the
completion of the detector in 2010. Partial configurations
were labeled according to the number of active strings
of DOMs that were deployed in the ice at the time. For
instance, the final configuration of IceCube (called IC86)
consists of 86 detector strings. A list of the detector
configurations used in this work is given in Table 1.
3 Data selection
Events in IceCube are recorded using a simple multiplicity
trigger that requires coincident hits in eight DOMs within a
5 µs window. All locally-coincident hits within a ±10µs
window are recorded for each trigger, and overlapping
windows are merged. The trigger rate shows a seasonal
modulation of ± 10% over the year due to changes in
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Detector Start End Live-time (days) No. of events (⇥ 109)
IC22 06/2007 04/2008 269.4 5.3
IC40 05/2008 05/2009 335.6 18.9
IC59 06/2009 06/2010 335.0 33.8
IC79 06/2010 05/2011 299.7 39.1
IC86 05/2011 05/2012 332.9 52.9
Total 150
Table 1: Detector configurations that were used to collect the data analyzed in this work. The final configuration of IceCube
consists of 86 strings of DOMs deployed in the ice (IC86), each partial configuration is indicated as “IC” followed by the
number of deployed strings that participated in the data acquisition during each period.
atmospheric conditions that affect muon production in air
showers. The average trigger rate for the IC86 configuration
is about 2.7 kHz. The integration of this high rate of
cosmic-ray muons over a period of about five years results
in a combined data set of about 150 billion events that is
used in this work to search for cosmic ray anisotropy.
The anisotropy search relies on a precise estimate of the
arrival direction of each cosmic-ray event. A first estimate of
the event arrival direction is obtained using a c2 linear-track
fit to the DOM hits pattern. This coarse estimate is used
as a seed for a more complex likelihood-based algorithm
that implements some aspects of the light generation and
propagation in the ice. Simulation studies indicate that
the median angular resolution of this algorithm is about
3 . In this analysis, we only consider muon events with a
reconstructed zenith angle of less than 70 , which limits our
sky exposure to the declination range  90  < d <  20 .
The angular resolution degrades very quickly for events
with a larger zenith angle.
Due to the high trigger rate, only a very limited amount
of data is stored and transmitted for each cosmic-ray event.
A compact Data Storage and Transfer (DST) format is used
to store the results of the online likelihood reconstruction
together with a selected list of event variables. This data is
transmitted from the South Pole via the South Pole Archival
and Data Exchange (SPADE) satellite communication
system. Given its high statistics and reasonable angular
resolution, we use the DST data set for cosmic-ray
anisotropy studies.
The median energy of the DST set is about 20 TeV and
was determined using simulations of air showers generated
using the Corsika Monte Carlo code [10].
4 Analysis method
The anisotropy results presented in this work are an update
on a previous analysis performed with IC59 data and
reported in [5]. A brief explanation of the analysis method
is given here; the reader is referred to the reference for
additional details.
The search for anisotropy is conducted by searching
for deviations of the sky map of reconstructed equatorial
coordinates of cosmic-ray events from an isotropic
reference sky map that accounts for detector exposure
effects. The reference map is constructed from the data
using the time-scrambling algorithm described in [11] for
a scrambling period of 24 hours, which makes the search
sensitive to all angular scales. During the time-scrambling
procedure, each event is resampled 20 times to reduce the
statistical fluctuations in the reference map.
The sky maps are constructed using the HEALPix1 [12]
pixelisation of the celestial sphere, which provides bins of
equal solid angle. The selected HEALPix resolution (Nside
= 64) divides the sphere into 49152 pixels with an average
size of about 1 .
A relative intensity map of deviations of the data counts
from the reference level is constructed using the expression
d Ii = (Ni hNii)/hNii, where Ni and hNii are the number
of observed events and the number of reference events in the
ith pixel, respectively. A smoothing procedure is applied to
the data to increase the sensitivity of the search to structures
with angular scales larger than the map pixel size. The
smoothing process sums all events in each pixel to the events
in all pixels contained within a certain angular distance
(or “smoothing radius”). The statistical significance of any
observed deviation with respect to the reference level is
calculated according to [13].
5 Results
Similarly to what was presented in Ref. [5], an angular
power spectrum of the relative intensity map was used to
estimate the strength of the anisotropy over a wide range of
angular scales. The power spectrum was calculated using
the PolSpice software package2 [14, 15] that corrects
systematic effects introduced by the partial sky coverage of
our data.
The spectrum, shown in Fig. 1, exhibits significant power
at low-` multipoles (i.e large angular scales). This dominant
large scale feature has been previously reported by IceCube
[2] and is usually described as the combination of the dipole
(` = 1) and quadrupole (` = 2) modes of the spherical
harmonic functions. In agreement with the results of the
previous study, a significant departure from the isotropic
level is also observed at angular scales roughly between
15  and 30  (i.e. for multipole between `⇠ 5 and `⇠ 12).
The improvement in statistics from the combination of
all available IceCube data reveals a departure from isotropy
at higher multipole modes than previously observed. The
spectrum indicates that the relative intensity sky map should
exhibit anisotropy up to angular scales below 10  (`⇠ 20).
The presence of small scale anisotropy is also evident
in the one-dimensional projection of relative intensity as
a function of right ascension shown in Fig. 2 for the
declination range  75  < d < 35 .
In order to reveal the smaller scale anisotropy, the
dipole and quadrupole terms of the spherical harmonic
1. http://healpix.jpl.nasa.gov
2. http://www2.iap.fr/users/hivon/software/PolSpice/
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Figure 1: Angular power spectrum of the unsmoothed
relative intensity map. Blue points show the power spectrum
for the IceCube data. Error bars are statistical only. The
gray bands indicate the distribution of power spectra for
a large sample of isotropic maps, showing the 68% (dark)
and 95% containing interval.
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Figure 2: One-dimensional projection of relative intensity
as a function of right ascension for the combined IceCube
data set. A 3  binning was chosen to match the angular
resolution of the cosmic ray sample. The uncertainties
shown are only statistical.
functions were fit and subtracted from the relative intensity
map. The best fit coefficients are given in Table 2 for
the spherical harmonic fit functions in Ref. [5]. The
residual maps were smoothed to search for small-scale
anisotropy. A map of relative intensity after the dipole- and
quadrupole-subtraction in shown in Fig. 3 for a smoothing
radius of 20 . The map shows excellent agreement with the
results of the previous analysis performed on IC59 data [5].
The IC59 set is also included in this analysis and represents
22% of the total data set.
Maps of relative intensity and pre-trial statistical
significance are shown in Fig. 4 before (Figs. 4a and 4b)
and after (Figs. 4c and 4d) the dipole and quadrupole
subtraction procedure for a 5  smoothing radius. The high
significance of the small-scale structure shown in the dipole-
and quadrupole-subtracted maps indicates for the first time
the presence of anisotropy in the flux of TeV cosmic rays at
angular scales of about 5 , close to the angular resolution
of IceCube for cosmic rays.
Coefficient Value (⇥ 10 4)
m0  0.05±0.82
px 3.01±0.28
py  2.84±0.28
pz  0.08±1.42
Q1  0.03±0.64
Q2  2.69±0.20
Q3  8.14±0.20
Q4  2.01±0.09
Q5  4.77±0.09
Table 2: Dipole and quadrupole coefficients for the best fit
to the relative intensity map. The indicated uncertainties are
statistical only. A good agreement is found between these
values and those reported in [5].
Figure 3: Dipole- and quadrupole-subtracted relative
intensity map for a smoothing radius of 20 . The structure
observed in this map shows good agreement with IC59
results [5].
6 Discussion
An update is presented on the study of cosmic ray anisotropy
at TeV energies with the IceCube detector. In this work,
we use a sample of about 150 billion events collected with
IceCube in several detector configurations over a period of
five years.
The analysis of this sample reveals the presence of
significant anisotropy with amplitudes at per-mille level and
lower over a wide range of angular scales. The observed
large-scale component of the anisotropy shows good
agreement with previous results. Smaller scale structure is
revealed in this analysis by fitting and subtracting the dipole
and quadrupole terms of the spherical harmonic functions.
In addition to the anisotropy observed in the IC59
analysis with typical sizes between 15  and 30 , new
structure with an angular scale of about 5  degrees is
revealed in the cosmic ray flux. This observation represents
the first detection of TeV anisotropy at such a small angular
scale, close to the angular resolution of IceCube for cosmic
rays.
The origin of the observed cosmic ray anisotropy is not
known, and further full sky observations as a function of
energy, primary mass and possible correlations with spectral
anomalies are necessary to probe deeper into the origin
of the observations. It is possible that the anisotropy is
a signature of the discreet random distribution of nearby
galactic sources of cosmic rays. The energy dependence of
the anisotropy structure could arise from the dominance of
one or another source at different energies mainly due to
differences in ages of the cosmic ray accelerators [16, 17,
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4: Relative intensity and pre-trial statistical significance maps in equatorial coordinates for the combined IceCube
data set. The maps are shown before (top) and after (bottom) the dipole- and quadrupole subtraction procedure. A 5 
smoothing radius was used for all maps. The maps show an anisotropic structure that is statistically significant at an angular
scale of about 5 .
18]. Although current models of cosmic ray propagation in
the interstellar medium predict a dipole anisotropy, some
astrophysical interpretations of the small scale anisotropy
were provided as well [19, 20]. On the other hand, the
small scale structure of the anisotropy might simply be
an effect of the turbulent interstellar magnetic field in our
vicinity [21]. The local interstellar magnetic field is thought
to be associated to the Loop I shell expanding from the
Scorpion-Centaurus Association and to be relatively regular
up to several tens of parsec [22], i.e. the order of magnitude
of the estimated proton mean free path in the interstellar
medium [23]. Cosmic-ray protons with energy 1-10 TeV
happen to have a gyro-radius of the order of the heliospheric
size, therefore it is possible that the interstellar magnetic
field perturbed by the heliosphere provides significant pitch
angle scattering to influence and re-distribute the arrival
directions [24, 25, 26].
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1 Introduction
Cosmic rays (CRs) in our galaxy are believed to originate in
supernova remnants (SNRs) that can potentially accelerate
charged particles up to PeV energies. The trajectories of
these charged particles are affected by the presence of
the magnetic field that permeates the galaxy. Cosmic rays
propagating through the interstellar medium would scatter
off of turbulences in the galactic magnetic field, which
isotropizes their directions of arrival at Earth. This diffusion
process creates gradients in the density of cosmic rays in the
solar vicinity, which in turn should produce an anisotropy
with a characteristic dipolar shape and a small amplitude of
per-mille strength or lower (see [1] and references therein).
A number of experiments in the northern hemisphere
have observed anisotropy at TeV energies (see [2] and
others). The observed anisotropic structure in the sky shows
two major features: an almost dipolar large angular scale
component with a relative amplitude of ⇠ 10 3 and several
localized excess regions with typical sizes between 10  and
30  and relative amplitudes of ⇠ 10 4. A similar structure
has been observed in the southern sky using data from the
IceCube detector [3, 4] at energies of about 20 TeV.
While it is possible that the large scale anisotropy is due
to cosmic ray diffusion from nearby sources, its shape could
be affected by the interaction of these cosmic rays with
the heliosphere. It is known that cosmic rays with energies
below 10 GeV are modulated by solar activity, but this
influence should be less significant at higher energies. At
primary energies of several TeV, the gyroradius of a proton
in the µG-strength field of our galaxy is about 10 3 pc,
which corresponds to scales of O(102) AU, similar to the
size of the heliosphere. It has been argued [5] that given
the similarity in these scales, it is possible that some of
the observed structure in the anisotropy is due to scattering
of cosmic rays in the heliosphere. Possible evidence for
such a heliospheric influence on the anisotropy would be
the observation of a variation in the anisotropy shape with
the 11-year solar cycle. On much longer times scales (over
thousands of years or more) a variation in the orientation
and amplitude of the anisotropy is also expected due to
changes in the cosmic-ray flux due to nearby sources [6].
Studies of the stability of the TeV anisotropy as a func-
tion of time have been performed by the Tibet [7], and Mila-
gro [8] collaborations. While Tibet observes no significant
variation in the anisotropy for the time period 11/1999 to
12/2008, Milagro reports a steady increase in the amplitude
of the deficit region over a similar period of seven years
(from 07/2000 to 07/2007). These stability studies can be
extended to the southern hemisphere by analyzing the com-
bined cosmic ray data set collected by the AMANDA and
IceCube neutrino telescopes over the course of 12 years
(from 2000 through 2011). Both detectors observe muons
that originate in cosmic ray showers at very high rates,
which has allowed us to collect multi-billion event data sets
of cosmic ray muons with an angular resolution of a few
degrees. The stable data taking conditions and the good an-
gular resolution of both detectors make this study possible.
The results of this search are presented in this work.
2 Detectors
2.1 AMANDA
AMANDA (Antarctic Muon And Neutrino Detector Array)
[9] is the predecessor to the IceCube neutrino telescope.
It consists of a three-dimensional array of 655 optical
modules deployed over a volume of 3⇥10 3 km3 at depths
between 1500 m and 2000 m in the Antarctic ice sheet at
the geographic South Pole. Optical modules are connected
to 19 vertical cables, or “strings”, that provide mechanical
support, electrical power, and a data connection to the
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surface. The final configuration of the detector, AMANDA-
II, operated from 2000 to 2006. AMANDA is located at a
similar depth below the ice surface as IceCube, making it
sensitive to TeV muons from cosmic-ray air showers.
The median energy of the cosmic-ray primary particles
that produce muons detected in AMANDA is about 10 TeV
[11]. Cosmic-ray muons are considered background for
most neutrino searches, so only minimal information is
stored for these events. In this work, we use this minimal
data to search for large-scale anisotropies in the arrival
directions of cosmic rays.
2.2 IceCube
The IceCube neutrino telescope [10] is based on the same
design principle as AMANDA. In IceCube, a total of 5160
Digital Optical Modules (DOMs), attached to 86 strings, are
deployed over a volume of about 1 km3 at depths between
1450 m and 2450 m below the ice surface.
Similarly to the AMANDA case, only limited informa-
tion is stored for cosmic-ray muons events. The median en-
ergy of this limited cosmic ray sample is determined from
simulations to correspond to about 20 TeV.
3 Data selection
3.1 AMANDA
For this analysis, we use AMANDA events that satisfy
the M24 trigger condition. This trigger requires a light
signal in   24 optical modules during a time window
of 2.1 µs. For downward going muons from cosmic ray
air showers, this corresponds to an energy threshold of
a few hundred GeV, depending on the zenith angle. The
data rate of the M24 trigger is approximately 100 Hz and
follows seasonal variations in the atmospheric profile. The
DirectWalk reconstruction algorithm [12], which has an
angular resolution of about 4.8  [13], is applied online to
all triggered events,. After reconstruction quality cuts, the
data rate is reduced to approximately 60 Hz.
Maintenance, calibration procedures, and interferences
from other experiments at South Pole can induce instabil-
ities in the AMANDA data rate. To ensure that only data
acquired under stable conditions are analyzed we exclude
periods of unusually high or low rates. The data are divided
in 5 minute long time slices and the event rate in each time
slice is compared to the average event rate of the past 12
hours. Time slices in which the event rate deviates by more
than 50% from the average rate are discarded.
3.2 IceCube
The main event trigger in IceCube is a simple multiplicity
trigger called SMT8 that requires coincident hits in eight
DOMs within 5 µs. For each trigger, all hits detected in
coincidence by nearby DOMs within a ±10µs window
are recorded and overlapping windows are merged. The
SMT8 trigger rate shows a seasonal variation of ±10%
over the course of a year, due to the change of atmospheric
conditions that affect the muon production in air showers.
The average trigger rate has increased over the years with
the deployment of more strings in the ice, and is about 2700
Hz for the final 86-string configuration.
A first guess of the event direction is obtained by per-
forming a linear-track fit to the DOM hits using an analyti-
cal c2 minimization procedure. The result of the linear fit
is used as a seed to a more complex likelihood-based recon-
struction that takes into account some aspects of the light
generation and propagation in the ice. A single-iteration
of this likelihood fit (with an angular resolution of about
3 ) is run online at the South Pole and the corresponding
information is later transmitted over satellite.
Similarly to AMANDA, only periods where the detector
data rate was stable are taken into account.
4 Analysis method and results
The search for anisotropy is conducted by searching for devi-
ations of the sky map of reconstructed cosmic ray arrival di-
rections in equatorial coordinates from a reference isotropic
sky map obtained from data using the time-scrambling
method described in [14]. The time scrambling period used
in the analysis is 24 hours, which makes it sensitive to all
angular scales in the celestial sphere. During the time scram-
bling procedure, events were resampled 20 times to reduce
statistical fluctuations in the reference sky map.
The sky maps were constructed using the HEALPix1
library [15] that provides an equal area pixelization of the
sphere. The chosen HEALPix resolution divides the sphere
into 49152 pixels, with an average distance between pixel
centers of approximately 1 .
Using the reference and data maps, a relative intensity
map can be calculated using the expression d Ii = (Ni 
hNii)/hNii, where Ni and hNii are, respectively, the number
of observed events and the number of reference events for
the isotropic expectation in the ith pixel obtained with the
time scrambling technique.
Maps are subjected to a smoothing procedure to increase
the sensitivity of the anisotropy search to structures larger
than the map pixel size. The smoothing process creates a
map of correlated pixels where the number of events in each
pixel corresponds to the integrated number of events in a
circular region around that pixel. The radius of the circular
region (i.e. the smoothing radius) defines the angular scale
of the structure for which the sensitivity of the smoothing
procedure is optimized. For the maps shown in Fig. 1, a
smoothing radius of 20  was chosen.
As can be seen in Fig. 1, the anisotropy maps show
significant large-scale structure of per-mille amplitude in
the southern sky as already reported by IceCube [3]. At first
glance, the anisotropy shape appears to be stable across the
twelve periods of approximately one year each considered
in this work.
In order to obtain a quantitative result, we compared the
observed anisotropy profile from each period defined ac-
cording to Table 1 to the global twelve-year average. For
this exercise, one-dimensional projections of the anisotropy
maps were obtained by binning the right ascension coordi-
nate a in 15 statistically-independent intervals. The relative
intensity d I(a) in the jth right-ascension bin is calculated
from the number of events in the data and reference maps
contained in the declination range  85  < d < 35 .
The agreement between each yearly profile d Iy and the
global average hd Ii is estimated by a c2-test using the
following expression:
c2y =
j=15
Â
j=1
(d Iy(a j) hd I(a j)i)2
s2d I+s
2
hd Ii
, (1)
1. http://healpix.jpl.nasa.gov
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Period Detector Start End Live-time (days) No. of events (⇥109) c2/dof p-value
1 AM-II 02/13/2000 11/02/2000 213.4 1.4 11.3/15 0.73
2 AM-II 02/11/2001 10/19/2001 235.3 2.3 16.6/15 0.34
3 AM-II 01/01/2002 08/02/2002 169.2 2.4 26.0/15 0.04
4 AM-II 02/09/2003 12/17/2003 236.0 2.2 19.3/15 0.20
5 AM-II 01/05/2004 11/02/2004 225.8 2.5 14.3/15 0.50
6 AM-II 12/30/2004 12/23/2005 242.9 2.6 21.0/15 0.14
7 AM-II 01/01/2006 09/13/2006 213.1 2.4 24.4/15 0.06
8 IC22 06/01/2007 03/30/2008 269.4 5.3 45.2/15 7⇥10 5
9 IC40 04/18/2008 04/30/2009 335.6 18.9 12.8/15 0.62
10 IC59 05/20/2009 05/30/2010 335.0 33.8 11.1/15 0.75
11 IC79 05/31/2010 05/12/2011 299.7 39.1 6.5/15 0.97
12 IC86 05/13/2011 05/14/2012 332.9 52.9 8.9/15 0.88
Table 1: Definition of each time period used in this analysis. AMANDA data sets are indicated as “AM-II”, while IceCube
data sets are marked as “IC” followed by the number of active detector strings during that time period. The number of live-
days and recorded events is shown. Each time period is compared to the global twelve-year average using a c2-test. The c2
and the associated p-value for each period is also listed.
where the statistical uncertainties in each bin are calcu-
lated according to the expression:
sd I =
Nj
hNi j
s
1
Nj
+
1
shNi j . (2)
Here, s= 20 is the number of resamples that was used
in the calculation of the reference map. The combined un-
certainty in the difference is obtained by adding the individ-
ual uncertainties in d Iy and hd Ii in quadrature. The global
uncertainty in each bin is dominated by the uncertainty
in each yearly period due to the relatively lower level of
statistics. Only statistical uncertainties have been consid-
ered so far. A future analysis will account for systematic
effects that may be caused by the incomplete time coverage
of each period which could lead to distortions in the right
ascension profile (for instance, due to interference of the
solar dipole anisotropy with the anisotropy in equatorial
coordinates [4]).
A p-value was calculated for each reduced c2 value. A
list of p-values is given in Table 1. With the exception of
Period 8, all p-values show a good agreement between indi-
vidual periods and the global average, given the statistical
uncertainties of each set. The large p-values for periods 11
and 12 are expected since the large relative size of both data
sets makes them dominate the global average profile. Period
8 corresponds to the start of regular operation of IceCube,
where the detector operated with 22 active strings (about
one quarter of the final size of the detector). Due to gaps in
the data taking process and fluctuations in the muon rate, it
is possible that the discrepancy is related to detector effects.
The impact of these effects is currently under investigation.
A preliminary study of the amplitudes and phases of a
first and second harmonic fit to the relative intensity profiles
shows no significant modulation over time.
5 Conclusions
A study of the stability of the TeV cosmic ray anisotropy
over a period of twelve years is presented using data
recorded with the AMANDA and IceCube detectors. No
significant time variation in the observed anisotropy is found
with the exception of the period corresponding to the 22-
string configuration of IceCube.
Since IC22 was the first year of regular operation of
IceCube, instabilities in the detector configuration were
common, which may have led to distortions in the observed
anisotropy. Further stability studies are required to estimate
the impact of these detector effects.
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(a) Period 1 (b) Period 2 (c) Period 3 (d) Period 4
(e) Period 5 (f) Period 6 (g) Period 7 (h) Period 8
IceCube Preliminary
(i) Period 9 (j) Period 10 (k) Period 11 (l) Period 12
Figure 1: Two-dimensional relative intensity maps in equatorial coordinates of the cosmic ray anisotropy for the 12 time
periods covering the years from 2000 to 2012 (see Table 1). All maps have been smoothed using a circular window with a
20  angular radius.
Figure 2: One-dimensional projections of relative intensity as a function of right ascension for the 12 time periods
considered in this work. As a reference, the average profile for the entire data set is shown as a dashed blue line. The
uncertainties shown are only statistical.
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Abstract: IceTop, the surface component of the IceCube detector, was completed in 2011 with 81 stations
covering an area of 1 km2. Most IceTop stations are placed with a spacing of 125 m. Three of them, located in
the center of the array, were deployed with smaller separations forming with five other neighboring stations a
sub-array called the InFill array. Standard IceTop analyses use events which trigger at least five stations leading
to an energy threshold of about a few PeVs. The goal of this analysis is to study the properties of small showers
that hit the InFill array and do not have more than five stations, This should allow us to measure the energy
spectrum in the overlap region with direct cosmic ray primary particle measurements.
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1 Introduction
The IceTop cosmic ray air shower array is currently oper-
ating with a complete configuration as a part of the Ice-
Cube Neutrino Observatory at the geographic South Pole.
IceTop consists of 81 stations covering an area of about 1
km2 at a height of 2832 m above sea level, which is equiv-
alent to an atmospheric depth of about 680 g/cm2. Each
station consists of two ice-filled tanks separated by 10 m,
each equipped with two Digital Optical Modules (DOMs)
as optical sensors [1].
IceTop measures the Cherenkov light emitted by
charged particles inside the ice tanks. When a signal is
recorded in a DOM, a local coincidence signal is required
from one DOM in the neighboring tank in the same station
within 1 µs to start the data recording.
IceTop measured the cosmic ray energy spectrum at en-
ergies between 1 PeV and 100 PeV [2, 3] and between 2
PeV and 1 EeV [4, 5]. These measurements were restricted
to air showers that trigger at least 5 stations, which is the
minimum number of stations required to achieve a stable
shower reconstruction in IceTop. This restriction results in
an energy threshold of a few PeVs. To decrease the energy
threshold of the detector to around 100 TeV, three extra sta-
tions were deployed at the center of the detector forming,
with five other stations in the center, a denser sub-array
called the InFill array (Fig. 1).
This analysis investigates the basic reconstructed
shower observables of events that trigger three stations in
the InFill array and have a maximun of five stations in Ice-
Top, and explores the possibility to measure the energy
spectrum between 100 TeV and a few PeVs. In this energy
range, the measurement would overlap with direct cosmic
ray primary particle measurements (e.g., ATIC [6]).
2 Data, Simulations and Event Selection
Monte Carlo simulations for proton and iron primaries
were produced using CORSIKA v73500 [7], according to
Figure 1: The completed IceTop array. The center area
represents the eight stations of the InFill array.
an E−1 spectrum. SIBYLL 2.1 [8] was used as a hadronic
interaction model for energies greater than 80 GeV and
FLUKA [9] for lower energies. Showers were generated
over all azimuths and with zenith angles between 0◦ and
65◦. Since the simulation is computationally intensive,
each generated shower was re-sampled 100 times over a
circular area around the center of IceTop, with a radius of
600 m, 800 m, 1100 m and 1700 m and a primary energy
range of log10(E/GeV): 4-5, 5-6, 6-7 and 7-8, respectively.
Three InFill stations are required to fulfill the InFill
trigger. Events are selected if the InFill trigger is passed
and we have a maximum of five IceTop stations per event.
Three of the InFill stations are required to be adjacent to
remove showers that pass the InFill trigger and have a large
distance between stations. Extra cuts based on the quality
of shower reconstruction are applied to ensure the selection
of well reconstructed events. We studied events in two
zenith angle bands of equal solid angle [1.0>cos(θ )>0.9]
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and [0.9>cos(θ )>0.8] to include the zenith dependence in
the analysis.
Data from June 2011 is used for this analysis. In to-
tal, 539,884 events were left for [1.0>cos(θ )>0.9] and
322,964 events for [0.9>cos(θ )>0.8] in the data sample
after all cuts.
Perpendicular distance to the shower axis (m)
S
ig
na
l (
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)
Figure 2: An example of a lateral fit distribution. The dis-
tance to the reconstructed shower axis is shown on the hor-
izontal axis. Different colors represent the arrival time of
the signal with red corresponding to early pulses. Error
bars are charge fluctuations.
3 Shower Reconstruction
The shower size, which is defined as the strength of the
signal Sref (in a unit of vertical equivalent muon VEM
[1]) at a given distance Rref to the shower axis, is one of
the main parameters that characterize the air shower. The
shower direction is determined from the arrival times of the
signals recorded by the DOMs, and the particle density and
core position are determined from the lateral distribution
of measured charges [2].
A first guess for the shower core is obtained by calcu-
lating the average of tank positions weighted by the square
root of the charges, while an initial estimate for the shower
direction is obtained by fitting a plane perpendicular to the
shower axis to the measured arrival time of signal. These
two first guesses are used as an input for a maximum like-
lihood fitting procedure [1] to fit a lateral distribution func-
tion (LDF) to the recorded signals,
S(r) = Sref
(
r
Rref
)−β−0.303 log10( rRref )
, (1)
where Sref is the expectation value of the signal at a refer-
ence distance Rref from the shower axis. β is the slope of
the lateral distribution function at Rref . The free parame-
ters of this functions are Sref and β . Figure 2 shows the lat-
eral distribution function, with data from one event.
The maximum likelihood accounts also for stations that
did not trigger and saturated signals close to the shower
core. The likelihood, therefore, has four terms,
L= Lt+Ls+L0+Lsat, (2)
where Lt describes the timing likelihood for the signal
arrival time, Ls is the signal size likelihood, L0 accounts for
stations that do not trigger, Lsat is a saturation likelihood.
The standard IceTop reconstruction fails for all events
that trigger less than five stations. In this analysis, we use
small showers with three, four and five stations, where we
fix the shower direction to the value from the first guess, to
decrease the number of free parameters, and perform the
fitting procedure in one step.
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Figure 3: The core and angular resolution for showers with
a zenith angle band 1.0>cos(θ )>0.9. Upper plot: the core
resolution. Lower plot: the angular resolution
To check the quality of the reconstruction, the core
and angular resolution are plotted in Figure 3, for pro-
ton and iron showers, in an energy range between 200
TeV and 1 PeV, and in the vertical zenith angle band
[1.0>cos(θ )>0.9]. The core resolution is defined as 68%
of the integral distribution of the distance between the re-
constructed track and the true track on the surface. The
core resolution for reconstructed showers is between 10 m
and 18 m (Fig. 3a). The angular resolution is defined as
68% of the integral of the angle between the reconstructed
track direction and the true track direction. The angular
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Figure 4: Difference between the shower size (S50, S80 and
S125) of proton and iron induced showers for reference
distances (R50, R80 andR125 m) as a function of the primary
energy.
resolution for proton and iron is around 2◦ (Fig. 3b).
In Figure 4, we study the shower size dependence on
primary mass and zenith angle at different distances from
the shower axis as a function of true energy. There is no
indication for a composition independent shower size at
any of the studied distances from the shower axis over this
energy range. This is due to the higher particle density for
proton showers than for iron showers. This difference de-
creases at higher energies and for more vertical zenith an-
gles.
The distance of 80 m was chosen as a reference distance
Rref for this analysis becausemost of our signals are around
80 m from the shower axis.
4 Effective Area and Reconstructed Energy
The effective area describes the efficiency of the detector
to detect air showers. It is calculated from Monte Carlo
simulations and is defined as,
Aeff = Agen
Ncut
Ngen
. (3)
Agen is the re-sampling geometric area used in simulations,
Ncut is the total number of events we keep in the final sam-
ple after all cuts and Ngen is the total number of generated
events in simulations.
The effective area for proton and iron showers in the
two zenith bands is shown in Figure 5. It reaches a max-
imum at energy of 400 TeV for proton and 630 TeV for
iron in the vertical zenith angle band. Due to the restriction
to showers that do not trigger more than five stations, Aeff
decreases rapidly towards higher energies. Iron starts inter-
acting higher in the atmosphere and showers will be at dif-
ferent stage of development at the detector level. The prob-
ability for showers to reach the detector level and trigger
at low energy is smaller for iron than for proton showers.
Inclined showers travel for a larger distance than vertical
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Figure 5: The effective area for proton and iron induced
showers triggering five stations in two zenith bands. Gaus-
sian fits were added to guide the eye.
showers in the atmosphere. Therefore, a clear composition
and zenith dependence can be seen in the effective area.
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Figure 6: log10(E true/GeV) vs log10(S80/VEM) for proton
and iron induced showers in the vertical zenith angle band.
The shower size is closely related to the primary energy
and can be used as an energy estimator. Simulated pro-
ton and iron showers were divided into intervals of width
0.1 in log10(S80). For each interval, the distribution of the
logarithm of the simulated primary energies log10(Etrue)
was fitted with a Gaussian. The mean of the Gaussian is
taken as an energy estimate for showers in the respective
log10(S80) interval. Figure 6 shows the energy estimate as a
function of log10(S80) for simulated proton and iron show-
ers in the vertical zenith angle band. The relationship be-
tween log10(S80) and log10(Etrue) is fitted with a parabola:
log10E = p0+ p1 log10 S80+ p2(log10 S80)
2. (4)
The parameters p0, p1, p2 are composition and zenith de-
pendent.
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Figure 7: The reconstructed energy distributions for showers triggering a maximum of 5 stations obtained from experi-
mental data with proton assumption (a) and with iron assumption (b). Different colors represent different zenith angle
bands.
An energy distribution is obtained when applying the
proton and iron energy conversion to experimental data
(Fig. 7). The data is reconstructed with proton assumption
(Fig. 7a), and with iron assumption (Fig. 7b). The recon-
structed energy depends, as expected, on primary mass and
zenith angle.
5 Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper, the performance of reconstruction for low
energy showers is investigated using simulations. The core
and the angular resolution have been calculated for proton
and iron induced showers and in two zenith angle bands.
Including the small shower events to the standard Ice-
Top analysis would lead to the possibility to extend the Ice-
Top energy threshold to around 100 TeV where it overlaps
with direct measurements. A clear composition and zenith
dependence on primary energy and primary mass has to be
taken into account for further analysis.
In order to measure the energy spectrum, some other is-
sues have to be included in this analysis. Most importantly,
the effect of snow on the shower signal is expected to be
large at this energy range [10].
We are planning to use more IceTop data to provide
enough statistics for a more accurate study of the energy
spectrum at low energy. Including events with larger num-
ber of stations is needed to have an overlap with the energy
spectrum measured with current IceTop analysis.
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Abstract: The semi-annual alternation between polar day and polar night causes the South Pole atmosphere to
undergo a large annual change. Seasonal changes of the atmosphere highly affect the properties of cosmic ray
air showers. IceCube detects the high-energy muonic component of air showers with the 1 km3 underground
detector, whereas IceTop, the surface array, mainly measures the electromagnetic component. The influence due
to the seasonal changes on the high-energy muon multiplicity, important for composition studies, is studied
in simulation and data. To reduce this variation, a correction procedure based on the measured atmospheric
temperature profile and the muon production longitudinal profile is proposed.
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1 Introduction
At South Pole, extreme seasonal variations of the atmo-
sphere can be found, due to the tilt of the Earth’s rotation
axis relative to the ecliptic. During austral spring, the sun
heats the atmosphere above the Antarctic ice sheet, while
it cools down in fall. In the ozone layer, on average at alti-
tudes between 15 and 35 km above sea level, an increase
in the UV absorption causes even larger seasonal changes
of the atmospheric temperature [1].
At these altitudes, the first interactions of cosmic rays
happen and highly energetic mesons, mainly pions and
kaons, are produced. The charged mesons decay to high-
energy (HE) muons or interact in the atmosphere. The com-
petition between interaction and decay depends on the den-
sity ρ (interaction length λint∼ 1ρ ) at the local pressure lev-
els, thus on temperature [2]. Hence, as the cosmic ray air
shower develops through the atmosphere, the production
of the HE muons is highly affected by these atmospheric
variations.
The underground detector of the IceCube Neutrino Ob-
servatory, which was completed in December 2010, con-
sists of 86 strings spread over 1 km2, with Digital Opti-
cal Modules (DOMs) located between 1450 and 2450 m
below the surface [3]. On the surface above the under-
ground detector, 81 detector stations constitute the surface
detector, called IceTop [4]. Each station consists of two ice
Cherenkov tanks, equipped with two DOMs each. IceTop
mainly measures the electromagnetic component of the
shower, while muons with an energy of at least 300 GeV
penetrate the Antarctic ice down to IceCube. Using the in-
formation obtained from the muon bundles in combination
with the data from IceTop, a coincident IceTop-IceCube
analysis is able to measure both the cosmic ray composi-
tion and energy spectrum.
All relations between primary energy, mass and recon-
structed observables are based on simulations with a sin-
gle reference atmosphere, for both the coincident analy-
sis that used the 40-string/40-station configuration (IT40-
IC40) [5] and the IT73-IC79 coincident analysis [6]. The
seasonal variations of the light yield that affect the IceCube
measurements should be corrected with respect to this ref-
erence atmosphere. The variations of the upper atmosphere
are small within each month, so one year of data taking is
divided in 12 months. Therefore, only one month of data
has been used in the IT40-IC40 analysis. When we want to
use an entire year of data, it is crucial to account for these
effects.
As the main observable for measuring the composition,
the IT73-IC79 analysis uses the energy loss of the HE
muon bundle (dEµ/dx)bundle (GeV/m) at a slant depth of1500 m. Figure 1 shows the influence of the seasonal varia-
tions on log10
(dEµ/dx)bundle. A maximum variation of 10-15% relative to the proton-iron separation is present (Fig-
ure 7), which will affect the determination of the cosmic
ray composition.
2 Method
In [1], it is shown that the variation in the IceCube muon
trigger rate is proportional to the variation in effective tem-
perature (Teff). The effective temperature is defined such
that the temperature profile (T (X), where X is the atmo-
spheric depth) is weighted by the muon production height
spectrum, created by a nucleon flux convoluted with the ef-
fective area for the IceCube trigger rate [2, 7].
The variation of the multiplicity of muons with energies
above 300 GeV is highly dependent on the primary energy
and composition. Therefore we define a new effective tem-
perature T˜eff by weighting the temperature profile T (X) by
the muon longitudinal profile dNµ/(dX dEµ) which is a
function of primary energy E0 and composition A :
T˜eff(E0,A) =
∫∫ dNµ
dX dEµ (E0,A)T (X)dX dEµ∫∫ dNµ
dX dEµ dX dEµ
. (1)
To obtain the mean T (X) for each month of the 2010-
2011 data taking period (from June 1, 2010 until May 12,
2011), we averaged the daily temperature profiles of each
25
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Figure 1: The mean log10
(dEµ/dx)bundle at a slant depthof 1500 m below the Antarctic surface, as a function of
log10(S125). S125 is the IceTop parameter related to the
cosmic ray air shower size, which is used to measure the
primary energy of the shower [4]. The proton and iron
data points are obtained from simulations, described in [6].
The black points show the mean log10
(dEµ/dx)bundle asa function of log10(S125) obtained in July 2010, while the
grey band shows the maximal variation during the year
with respect to July 2010.
month. Figure 2 shows the average temperature profile of
July (black points) 2010 and its maximal variation (grey
band). The atmosphere data used in this study are pro-
vided by balloon measurements from the Antarctic Mete-
orological Research Center (AMRC [9]) and are extended
to larger altitudes with data obtained from the Atmospheric
Infrared Sounder (AIRS), one of the six instruments on
board of the NASA Aqua Research satellite [10].
Combining the average temperature profile and the
muon production profile, T˜eff (E0,A) will be determined
for each month in Section 3. In simulation, we investigate
whether a linear relation between the variation in T˜eff and
the variation in muon multiplicity can be found. In Sec-
tion 4, the relation between the variation in reconstructed
muon bundle energy loss with the variation in T˜eff will be
examined in IT73-IC79 data. Based on that relation wewill
derive a scheme to correct our data with respect to simula-
tion in Sections 5 and 6.
3 Simulation
The muon longitudinal profile dNµ/(dX dEµ) of a shower
with energy E0 and mass A depends on the pion and kaon
energy spectrum, created in the first interactions at high al-
titudes, and their decay and interaction probabilities while
propagating through the atmosphere. Here we will extract
the muon profiles from simulation with a muon energy
threshold of 300 GeV, for eight different primary energies
(1, 2.5, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 300 PeV), for proton and iron pri-
maries. Using CORSIKA v6990 [11] with Sybill 2.1 [12]
as hadronic interaction model above 80 GeV and Fluka
[13] below, 500 vertical showers were generated for each
energy, primary mass and each of the 12 months.
The muon longitudinal profiles for proton showers of
different primary energies are shown in Figure 2. Due to
the superposition model, where a shower induced by a pri-
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Figure 2: The grey band shows the maximal variation
of the temperature profile (T(X)) for the average atmo-
spheres of June 2010 until May 12, 2011. The reference
month (July 2010) is shown as the black points. The 4
curves are fits to the normalized muon longitudinal pro-
files
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for proton showers of 1, 10 and 100 PeV and
10 PeV iron showers, with a muon threshold of 300 GeV.
From these curves the T˜eff(A,E0) for each month can be
calculated.
mary particle with mass A and energy E0 can be seen as
A proton showers with average primary energy E0/A, iron
muon longitudinal profiles will peak at much smaller atmo-
spheric depths than proton. Therefore the relation between
T˜eff and log10(E0/A) is linear in each month (Figure 3). Be-cause in data there is a continuous range of primary ener-
gies, this linear relation was fitted and used later on.
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Figure 3: T˜eff as a function of log10 (E0/A) for July 2010.
T˜eff for each month, primary energy and primary mass
is obtained by multiplying the average temperature profile
of this month with the muon longitudinal profile for that
energy and mass, normalized (by the total multiplicity) per
atmospheric depth bin and then summed over the whole
atmospheric depth profile.
The simulations for the analysis done in [6, 8] are
performed based on the July 1, 1997 South Pole atmo-
sphere, so a correction of the data should be done with re-
spect to this atmosphere. Simulation studies showed that
ΔNµ(E0,A)≈ 0 between this atmosphere and the July 2010
atmosphere. Therefore, we will study the variation of the
muon multiplicity and T˜eff, both with respect to July 2010
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Figure 4: The variation in muon multiplicity with respect
to the muon multiplicity in July 2010 as a function of the
variation in effective temperature for 5 different real atmo-
spheres, 4 primary energies and proton and iron primaries.
The dashed lines are the α˜MC = 0.74 and 0.94 lines to show
the variation in obtained temperature coefficients.
in simulation and determine the temperature coefficient
α˜MC :
ΔNµ
Nµ
= α˜MC
ΔT˜eff
T˜eff
(2)
Nµ,i−Nµ,July
Nµ,July
= α˜MC
T˜eff,i− T˜eff,July
T˜eff,July
.
In Figure 4, the expected linear correlation between the
variation in muon multiplicity and effective temperature
is shown. A linear fit through all points yields an average
temperature coefficient α˜MC of 0.84 ± 0.10. The error
shows the spread of the points. In Section 5 a possible
energy dependence of the temperature coefficient will be
discussed.
4 Data
In IceCube data, we do not directly measure the number of
muons in the shower, neither the primary energy or mass.
Therefore IceTop and IceCube observables are used to per-
form a similar study. We use the energy loss of the muon
bundle at a slant depth of 1500 m (log10
(dEµ/dx)bundle),which is linearly correlated to the number of muons in a
shower, together with S125, the main IceTop energy sensi-
tive observable. In order to obtain T˜eff, which is energy and
mass dependent, we need to convert S125 to T˜eff. The con-
version from S125 to primary energy is done by using:
log10(E0/GeV) = 6.018+ 0.938log10(S125/VEM) , (3)
obtained in [8]. The mean < logA> obtained in the IT73-
IC79 analysis [6] for July 2010 is about 1.9 in the en-
ergy region from 1 to 40 PeV. From simulation, the rela-
tion between T˜eff and log10(E0/A) was found (Figure 3).
Hence, using a mean atomic mass assumption of A = 7
(< logA>≈ 1.9) and the energy from Eqn. 3, one obtains
T˜eff.
Similar to the simulation study, one can now relate the
difference in energy loss to the difference in T˜eff:
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Figure 5: The (relative) difference in energy loss of the
muon bundle at a slant depth of 1500m, as a function of the
difference in T˜eff. This is shown for all months compared to
the reference month July 2010. The different colors show
the different log10(S125/VEM) bins.
Δ
( dEµ
dx
)
bundle( dEµ
dx
)
bundle
= α˜data
ΔT˜eff
T˜eff
, (4)
for each month and S125 bin. Compared to simulation,
where primary energies up to 300 PeV are used, the data
points only go up to log10(S125)=1.5 (∼40 PeV), due to a
lack of statistics. The result is shown in Figure 5 for seven
months with July 2010 as the reference atmosphere.
When all months are used to determine the correlation
coefficient, α˜data is 0.81 ± 0.28 is found, where the error
is obtained from a separate fit to each S125 bin in order to
show the maximal spread. This is described in Section 5.
When looking in detail to Figure 5, two residual effects
have been observed.
The evolution of the data points for a single month,
for example January, shows an unexpected energy depen-
dence, while the energy dependence should already be in-
cluded in T˜eff. The same shape of this energy dependence
can be seen in the other months.
Furthermore, the months during austral spring (October,
November, December) show a smaller correlation com-
pared to the months during austral fall (March, April).
This hysteresis effect, which is not seen in the simulation
study, will cause a spread when applying the correction:
the months during austral spring or austral fall will be over-
or undercorrected, respectively.
Several possible explanations for these features have
been investigated, including the seasonal variation of S125,
the influence of the hadronic interaction model, the energy
threshold of the muons to generate light in the IceCube
detector, the evolution of the < logA > of cosmic ray air
showers with energy, etc. However, none of them could
explain the energy dependence or the hysteresis.
5 Energy dependence of α˜
When a correction with a constant α˜ is applied, a discrep-
ancy between the mean energy loss and the true energy
loss may remain at certain energies. This might induce
a wrongly reconstructed composition at the affected ener-
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gies. Hence, we propose to absorb the energy dependence
in the correlation factor α˜ .
By fitting the data points in Figure 5 separately for the
various S125 bins, one obtains the energy dependence of α˜ .
This is shown in Figure 6 for both data and simulation. The
data points are fitted with a fourth-order polynomial func-
tion for log10(E0/GeV) <7.8 , while the points obtained
from simulation are not included in the fit. A constant fit
to the simulation is used above these energies, since data
cannot be used due to limited statistics. This energy depen-
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Figure 6: α˜ as a function of energy, for data and both
proton and iron simulation. For data, the conversion from
S125 to energy is done, as in Eqn. 3.
dent α˜ will be used for correcting the energy loss of the
muon bundle.
6 Results
Figure 7 shows the uncorrected and corrected difference of
log10
(dEµ/dx)bundle for the various months with respectto July 2010, as a function of S125. The difference is nor-
malized to Δ log10
(dEµ/dx)bundle between proton and iron.The upper figure shows that the maximal seasonal varia-
tions of the mean log10
(dEµ/dx)bundle are between 10 and15 % of the mean proton-iron separation. The lower figure
shows the Δ log10
(dEµ/dx)bundle between July 2010 andthe other months, again compared to the proton-iron dif-
ference, after the correction applied with the energy depen-
dence of α˜ described in the previous section.
Hence, the seasonal variation of the energy loss can
be reduced from 10-15 % in the proton-iron phase space
to about ±3 %, except at the highest energies, where we
do not have enough statistics. The remaining ±3 % of
variation is due to the hysteresis. For each energy, the mean
energy loss from the entire year will be close to the one
obtained from simulation.
7 Conclusions
For the first time, the seasonal variation of the muon mul-
tiplicity in cosmic ray air showers has been investigated.
The difference in energy loss of the muon bundle has been
related to the variation in T˜eff(E0,A), which weights the
temperature profile of the atmosphere with the muon pro-
duction profile (the latter depends on the energy and mass
of the primary particle). A correlation factor has been de-
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Figure 7: The uncorrected (up) and corrected (down)
Δ log10
(dEµ/dx)bundle for all months with July 2010 asa reference (Δmonth−Jul), as a function of log10(S125).
The difference is normalized to the difference in
Δ log10
(dEµ/dx)bundle between proton and iron (ΔFe−p),obtained by fitting the proton and iron curves in Figure 1.
duced, both in data and simulation. In data, an unexpected
energy dependence and hysteresis has been seen. In order
to account for this energy dependence, we proposed an em-
pirical correction, based on an energy dependence of the
correction factor.
When a correction is applied to the energy loss, we are
able to reduce the seasonal variation from 10-15% to±3%
of the proton-iron difference, except at the highest energies.
The remaining±3% is due to the hysteresis effect. Adding
more years of data will provide extra information at the
high energies, where we lack statistics. We will investigate
the energy dependence and hysteresis in data further.
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Abstract: The mass composition and all-particle energy spectrum of cosmic rays are determined by analysis
of coincident events between the IceTop air shower array on the surface and the deep IceCube strings. IceTop
mainly detects the electromagnetic component of high energy cosmic ray air showers, while the TeV muon
bundle penetrates deep into the Antarctic ice and generates Cherenkov light, which is seen by IceCube.
This analysis uses data taken from June 2010 to May 2011 when the detector was nearly complete with IceCube
in its 79 string conguration and IceTop running 73 stations. Variables sensitive to composition and primary energy
are based on the lateral signal distribution reconstructed at the surface by IceTop and the energy loss of the muon
bundles reconstructed by IceCube. Using a neural network we determine the average mass A and all-particle flux
in the energy range from a few PeV up to 1 EeV. We find that < logA> increases up to at least 100 PeV.
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1 Introduction
The measurement of the cosmic ray composition in the
PeV to EeV energy range will provide an insight into the
acceleration and propagation mechanisms of galactic and
extra-galactic cosmic rays. The IceCube Neutrino Observa-
tory [1], located at the geographic South Pole (2835 m alti-
tude), is ideally suited to measure the cosmic ray composi-
tion and energy spectrum as it detects both the electromag-
netic and high energy muonic component of cosmic ray air
showers. IceCube is a cubic-kilometer neutrino detector in-
stalled in the ice between depths of 1450 m and 2450 m.
The surface air shower array, IceTop [2], consists of 81 sta-
tions with two ice-Cherenkov tanks per station. Detector
construction started in 2005 and finished in 2010.
In [3] the 73-station analysis of the energy spectrum is
described using IceTop alone. Here we will describe the
first results of the same detector configuration for coinci-
dent events which also passed through the 79 strings of Ice-
Cube using a full year of data. Although the statistics will
be smaller, the main advantage is that we can obtain a com-
position independent energy spectrum while the composi-
tion itself is measured at the same time.
2 Data and Simulation
We use data from the 79-string and 73-station detector
from June 1, 2010 until May 12, 2011, comprising a total
livetime of 310 days, calculated based on a fit to the distri-
bution of time differences between consecutive events. The
fit uncertainty of 0.4 days is negligible. Only good runs
longer than 10 minutes and taken during stable operations
of both IceCube and IceTop are used.
To extract the relation between the reconstructed observ-
ables in data and the primary mass and energy we rely on
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations because there is no abso-
lute calibration source. 30,000 CORSIKA [4] air showers
between 100 TeV and 100 PeV are simulated for each of
four primary masses (H, He, O and Fe) with Sybill 2.1 [5]
as the hadronic interaction model above 80 GeV and Fluka
[6] below. Between 10 PeV and 3.16 EeV, 12,000 thinned
CORSIKA showers of each type are generated. Events are
simulated according to an E−1 spectrum, in energy bins of
0.1 in log10(E0), with zenith angles between 0◦ and 40◦
and over the entire azimuth range. The atmospheric model
based on South Pole atmosphere of July 1, 1997 is used
as baseline because its ground pressure of 692.9 g/cm2
well represents the average measured pressure at South
Pole during the data period in 2010-2011. Each shower
is resampled 100 times and thrown in an energy depen-
dent resample radius. The interactions of secondary parti-
cles in IceTop tanks, including snow on top of the tanks,
are simulated with GEANT4 [7]. The high energy muons
are further propagated through the ice, while the emitted
Cherenkov light is propagated taking into account the spe-
cific South Pole ice properties [8]. The electronics for both
IceTop and IceCube optical modules and the trigger are
simulated using IceCube software.
3 Reconstruction
Initially the first guess shower core position and direction
are calculated. These are seeded in a maximum likelihood
fitting procedure that uses the times and amplitudes of the
tank signals to fit a curved shower front and a lateral distri-
bution function (LDF) at the same time. This procedure is
described in detail in [2] with some improvement for bet-
ter fit stability and a saturation likelihood term to better ac-
count for signals close to the core. The main IceTop ob-
servable, sensitive to primary energy, used in this analysis
is the shower size S125, the fitted signal strength at 125 m
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from the shower axis. Similarly as the IceTop-alone anal-
ysis [3], we corrected for the monthly, uneven snow accu-
mulation due to snow drift. After all the containment and
quality cuts described in Section 4, a core resolution better
than 10 m and angular resolution of about 0.5◦ is obtained.
When cosmic ray air showers penetrate the ice, only
collimated bundles of up to thousands of high energy
muons reach the IceCube detection volume while the elec-
tromagnetic component is absorbed. IceCube detects the
Cherenkov light emitted by these high energy (TeV) muon
bundles as they lose energy through ionization and radia-
tive processes. From the amplitude and timing of the de-
tected light signals in the optical sensors when the bun-
dle propagates through the ice, the energy loss profile
(dEµ/dX)bundle(X) is reconstructed.
An unfolding procedure is used to reconstruct the en-
ergy losses along track segments on the muon bundle. The
response matrix incorporates the expected Cherenkov light
emission, propagation and absorption and scattering prop-
erties of the South Pole ice. The example of the recon-
structed energy loss profile on Figure 1 shows the stochas-
tic behavior of a large event in the 2010-2011 data sample.
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Figure 1: Example of the muon bundle energy loss recon-
struction for one event of about 200 PeV.
The average energy loss profile is then fitted to the re-
constructed profile based on the muon bundle energy loss
function derived in [9]:(dEµ
dX
)
bundle
(X)=
∫ Emax
Emin
dNµ
dEµ (A,E0,θ ,Eµ ,X)
dEµ
dX dEµ .
The muon bundle energy loss at a fixed slant depth de-
pends highly on the muon multiplicity and is therefore a
strong composition sensitive observable. In addition, the
stochastic behavior also provides information on the com-
position. The probability that several muons give radiative
energy losses on the same track segment is higher for iron,
which has higher multiplicities. Therefore the number of
reconstructed high energy stochastic energy losses (Fig-
ure 1) is a composition sensitive property of the bundle.
Two selection criteria are used. The first one selects en-
ergy losses which are five times higher than the fitted av-
erage loss, while the stronger criteria, which performs bet-
ter above 100 PeV, selects energy losses which are at least
seven times higher.
As already seen in the previous IceCube composition
analysis [10], seasonal variations at South Pole highly in-
fluence composition sensitive observables based on the
muon multiplicity. In [11] a procedure is developed to cor-
rect the seasonal variations on the reconstructed variables
which are used as input in the neural network, described in
Section 5.1.
4 Event Selection
A good determination of the shower axis, characterized by
its core position on the surface and its direction, is impor-
tant to limit the smearing in detector response and will
therefore minimize the energy resolution. To acquire the
excellent angular and core resolution mentioned in Sec-
tion 3, only events which are contained by the IceTop ar-
ray are selected. In addition basic quality cuts on the recon-
struction of the lateral distribution and reconstructed en-
ergy loss are applied.
The only background in a coincident IceTop-IceCube
analysis are multiple coincidences and random coinci-
dences. These coincident events could create artifacts due
to bad reconstructions and are not simulated, but these
events are cleaned in data such that only hits related to
the event that passes through both IceTop and IceCube re-
main. The first class of multiple coincidences are coinci-
dent IceTop showers where one of the multiple showers,
that hits IceTop, triggers IceCube. The second class are
events where a muon track passes through the IceCube
detector before the coincident IceTop-IceCube air shower
passes through. Random, unrelated IceTop-IceCube coin-
cident events form the last class of background. These are
caused by an event that hit the IceTop array while around
the same time a muon track passes through the IceCube
volume. The bulk of these random coincidences are cut
away based on the time difference between IceTop and Ice-
Cube triggers.
The effective area as a function of energy after all cuts
(Figure 2) shows that the detector is fully efficient for this
analysis from 2.5 PeV onwards where it is 1.36 · 105 m2
and that this effective area is composition and energy inde-
pendent.
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Figure 2: The effective area after all cuts for proton and
iron showers. Both are fitted with a sigmoid function.
5 Analysis
5.1 Neural Network
The relation between the primary energy, primary mass
and reconstructed variables is highly non-linear and is a
complex mapping of n to 2 dimensions. A multilayer per-
ceptron neural network (NN) is the ideal regression tool
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to find and solve this non-linear mapping. A similar pro-
cedure as the previous IceCube composition analysis [10]
is done to train, test and verify the NN. The total MC
dataset is also divided in three subsets to avoid any bias,
one quarter for training the network, one quarter for test-
ing and choosing the best performing network, and one
half to make the template histograms (see Section 5.2). A
large range of different network architectures and two ac-
tivation functions (sigmoid and tanh) are explored. The
network shown in Figure 3 is selected based on the fol-
lowing criteria : (i) overall performance in the energy and
mass reconstruction (ie. minimizing resolution, spread and
bias), (ii) maximal separation of the template histograms,
and (iii) energy dependence of the resolution and bias in
energy reconstruction. The five primary mass and energy
sensitive observables used as NN inputs are the shower
size S125, the average energy loss at a fixed slant depth of
1500 m (dE/dX), the zenith angle θ , the number of HE
stochastics using a standard selection and the number of
HE stochastics using a strong selection (as described in
Section 3).
The final performance of the chosen NN for energy re-
construction is shown in Fig. 4, where the energy bias is de-
fined as the mean of a gaussian fit to the log10(Ereco/Etrue)
distribution and its sigma is the resolution. The NN gives
a very good energy resolution, much smaller than 0.1 in
log10(E) and a bias much smaller than the energy binning.
log10(Energy)
Mass
log10(s125)
cos(zenith)
log10(dE/dX)
Nr of HE stochastics
(standard selection)
Nr of HE stochastics
(strong selection)
Figure 3: The 5-6-4-2 network used in this analysis. Five
input variables from both IceTop and IceCube are mapped
to 2 output variables, primary mass and primary energy.
Two hidden layers are used, with 6 nodes in the first layer
and 4 nodes in the layer. The activation function is a tanh.
5.2 Template Fitting
Although the neural network is trained to find the mass
for individual events based on their reconstructed input
variables, the spread of the reconstructed NN mass output
for a certain reconstructed energy bin is still quite large as
can be seen on Figure 5. This is due to the intrinsic shower
fluctuations and the fact that the overlap between different
mass groups in the input variables is relatively large. The
NN allows the different nuclear types to be separated into
more distinct distributions and we can use the shapes of
these distributions as characteric template shapes to fit the
data NN mass distribution.
For each reconstructed energy bin, template histograms
are created for each of the four simulated mass groups
based on the half of the total MC dataset not used for NN
training and testing. Using an unbinned likelihood fit [12]
that takes into account both Poisson fluctuations on the
individual bins in the data distribution as well as Poisson
Figure 4: The energy bias (top) and resolution (bottom)
of the reconstructed energy by the NN for proton, helium,
oxygen, iron and an equal mixture of all types.
fluctuations on the MC templates, the fractions of each
mass group are fitted. The mean log mass is then calculated
based on the reconstructed fractions. The full procedure is
tested first on hand-mixed (blind) samples of MC, where
for each of the samples the reconstructed< logA> agreed
well with the truth.
The energy binning for the method is chosen to ensure
that the number of total MC events for a template his-
togram is sufficiently large to keep the Poisson fluctuations
on the total number of events in the histogram small (be-
low 20% in the highest energy bin). The binning of the tem-
plate histograms and the number of mass groups fitted is
optimized based on the hand-mixedMC test sets. Finer bin-
ning in the templates gives more distinct histograms, but
also larger Poisson fluctuations per bin.
In Figure 5 the four individual templates for each of the
mass groups are shown for the reconstructed energy bin
between 7.6 and 7.7 in log10(E0/GeV). The result of the
unbinned likelihood fit (magenta histogram) describes the
fake data distribution (in black) very well.
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Figure 5: Template histograms for four mass groups in the
reconstructed energy bin log10(E0) ∈ [7.6,7.7] for a fake
dataset scrambled from MC.
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6 Results
6.1 Energy Spectrum
Data can be directly run through the trained neural network
and for each event we get its composition independent
reconstructed energy. To convert a distribution of event
counts as function of the logarithm of the reconstructed en-
ergy dNdlog10(E) to a differential flux
dΦ
dE , we need to account
for the effective area Aeff as shown in Figure 2, solid angle
Ω and livetime t :
E dΦdE =
1
tΩAeff log(10)
dN
dlog10(E)
.
To minimize threshold effects the energy ranges from
6.4 to 9.0 in log10(E/GeV). Above 1 EeV the energy res-olution and bias becomes much worse, as does the recon-
struction quality. The energy binning (on log scale) is 0.1
below 6.5, 0.05 between 6.5 and 8.0, and 0.1 above 8.0.
No unfolding is performed, but the effect of bin-to-bin mi-
gration has been taken into account. In Figure 6 the en-
ergy spectrum for coincident IceTop-IceCube events and
IceTop-alone for 2010-2011 data are plotted. Both spectra
agree very well within the composition uncertainty of the
IceTop 73 analysis and the same spectral features are visi-
ble in both spectra.
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Figure 6: The differential energy spectrum multiplied by
E2.7 for 2010-2011 data, compared with the IceTop 73
measurement from [3], which has a ±7% gray systematic
error band due to the composition uncertainty. The other
systematic uncertainties, common between both analyses,
are not included.
6.2 Composition
For each reconstructed energy bin, the template fitting al-
gorithm gives the fractions of each individual mass group
(pH , pHe, pO, pFe) and its uncertainties. The mean log mass
is then calculated as :
< logA>= pH log(AH)+ pHe log(AHe)
+pO log(AO)+ pFe log(AFe),
and the covariance matrix from the fit are propagated to the
error on < logA>.
In Figure 7 the mass composition for 2010-2011 data is
shown with conservative systematics included. Above 630
PeV statistics is currently too low to perform the template
fitting. The composition is clearly getting heavier up to 630
PeV.
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Figure 7: The< logA> composition spectrum as function
of primary energy for 2010-2011 data.
7 Conclusions and Outlook
Due to the larger detector, improved simulation, recon-
struction, and analysis tools we were able to reconstruct a
composition independent energy spectrum and a composi-
tion spectrum up to 630 PeV using data from 2010-2011
from events which triggered both the IceTop and IceCube
detector. Both the energy spectrum obtained here and the
IceTop 73 measurement agree very well and show the same
spectral features. In addition, an increasing heavier compo-
sition up to 630 PeV is seen.
The main systematic uncertainties in the energy spec-
trum measurement are the same as the IceTop alone analy-
sis [3] (ie. hadronic interaction model, snow, absolute cali-
bration) because the energy conversion is still largely dom-
inated by the shower size S125. NN variables most sensi-
tive to composition are related to the absolute energy scale
and hence the absolute light yield measured by IceCube.
Therefore the uncertainty on absorption and scattering co-
efficient of the ice model[8] and on the efficiency of the
optical modules are the largest systematics in the composi-
tion measurement. Detailed studies to improve the system-
atic uncertainties are ongoing.
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Abstract:
In this contribution we will consider the sensitivity of IceCube to inclined air showers produced by cosmic rays.
Cosmic ray air shower analyses done with IceCube up to now only considered air showers arriving within a limited
zenith angle range. IceTop analyses have included events up to about 40 degrees while coincident IceCube/IceTop
analyses are limited to zenith angles smaller than 30 degrees. We study the possibility of extending the angular
range to 60 degrees for both IceTop and coincident IceCube/IceTop. In the case of coincident IceCube/IceTop
inclined events, the detector aperture is larger than that of IceTop at energies larger than 100 PeV due to the
sensitivity to single muons at large distances from the shower axis. As part of this study, we have measured the
average lateral distribution of muons at large distances to the shower axis.
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1 Motivation
It is well known that the muon content of an air shower,
together with a measure of its electromagnetic component,
can be used to estimate the energy and mass of its primary
[1]. The IceCube collaboration has taken advantage of this
in order to study the spectrum and mass-composition of
cosmic rays between 1 PeV and 1000 PeV [2]. The main
issue with the use of the muon content as an estimate
of primary mass is the possible systematic differences
between simulated and real air showers, arising from the
lack of knowledge of high energy hadronic interactions, as
shown by the Pierre Auger Observatory [3]. The angular
dependence of the cosmic ray spectrum can be used as
cross-check of any such systematic difference [4]. For this
reason, we want to extend as much as possible the angular
range of the cosmic ray air showers studied in IceCube.
Another reason to extend the detector field of view is
to search for hints of a possible galactic/extra-galactic
transition above 100 PeV. According to Giacinti et al. [5],
the flux of heavy cosmic rays with galactic origin, with
energies around 1⇥1017 eV, should show a large-scale
anisotropy of a few percent. One can argue that the light
cosmic rays that dominate the flux are predominantly of
extra-galactic origin and for this reason no anisotropy has
been measured between 1⇥1017 and 1⇥1018 eV. This
leaves open the question of whether the heavy component
displays some degree of anisotropy. The very first step
in order to study the large-scale anisotropy of the heavy
component is to increase the detector field of view.
Finally, the study of inclined air showers can lead to a
direct determination of the muon content of air showers
on an event-by-event basis. Of particular interest are the
events where IceTop can be used to directly measure the
muons far from the shower axis, enabling the study of new
observables sensitive to primary composition, such as the
Muon Production Depth distribution (MPD), as is done by
the Auger collaboration [6]. In order to study this class of
events, we require a detailed knowledge of the sensitivity
(a) IceTop-contained (b) IceCube-contained
Figure 1: The two kinds of inclined air showers detected
by IceCube. Compare with the field of view studied so far
in IceCube represented by the inverted cone.
of the detector and of the lateral distribution of muons in
real air showers. The study of the lateral trigger probability
as well as the muon lateral distribution function, using
the IceTop detector, is presented in section 3. Using this
knowledge, we can estimate the efficiency for detecting
inclined air showers under various conditions. This will be
shown in section 4.
We can distinguish two types of inclined air showers
reaching IceCube, as shown in Fig. 1: the IceTop-contained
showers, whose symmetry axis passes through the IceTop
array, thereby completely missing the in-ice detector, and
the IceCube-contained showers, whose symmetry axis
passes through the in-ice component of IceCube. In this
contribution we will be especially interested in IceCube-
contained events.
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2 IceCube as a Cosmic Ray Detector
The IceCube detector is composed of two major compo-
nents. It can measure air showers on the surface with Ice-
Top, high energy muon bundles with the in-ice detector, and
both components in coincidence provided that its axis goes
through the in-ice detector.
In its final configuration, the in-ice detector consists of
86 strings of 60 Digital Optical Modules (DOMs) each, ex-
tending from 1.5 km to 2.5 km under the ice. Each DOM
contains a 10 inch photomultiplier tube (PMT) and elec-
tronics for signal processing and readout. The strings are
separated by about 125m. IceTop is an air shower array
consisting of 81 stations, located above the in-ice detector,
covering an area of one square kilometer. Each station con-
sists of two ice Cherenkov tanks separated by ten meters.
Each IceTop tank contains two DOMs operating with dif-
ferent PMT gains for increased dynamic range, registering
signals ranging from 0.2 to 1000 Vertical Equivalent Muons
(VEM). A discriminator trigger occurs when the voltage
in one of the DOMs in a tank has passed the discriminator
threshold. A Hard Local Coincidence (HLC) occurs when
there are discriminator triggers in two neighboring tanks
within a time window of ±1 µs. If there is a discriminator
trigger but not an HLC, the result is a Soft Local Coinci-
dence hit (SLC). The SLC hits have a significant contribu-
tion from single muons while the HLC hits are a measure of
the electromagnetic component of the air shower. The total
charge collected at the PMT’s anode constitutes the tank’s
signal. The primary cosmic ray properties are reconstructed
by fitting the measured charges with a Lateral Distribution
Function (LDF) and the signal times with a function de-
scribing the shape of the shower front. The primary energy
is given by the shower size, defined as the signal at 125m
from the shower axis S125. For a more detailed description
of IceTop, refer to [7].
The cosmic ray energy spectrum has been measured
with IceTop in the energy range between 1.58 PeV and
1.26 EeV by studying air showers arriving within 46 [8] and
37 [9] from the vertical, which we called IceTop-contained
events. The zenith angle restriction is especially important
when requiring that the air showers are contained within
IceTop and in-ice detectors [2], in which case the zenith
angle is always less than 30 . The muon bundle multiplicity
spectrum in IceCube-contained events has been studied as
well and it is sensitive to the primary mass composition
[10]. However, in this later case, no attention was paid to
whether the air shower was detected by IceTop or not and
therefore no combined reconstruction was attempted.
For this contribution, we have analized data taken by
the IceTop array from June 1, 2010 to May 13, 2011 when
IceTop consisted of 73 stations. The effective livetime of
the detector during this time interval is 327 days.
3 The Lateral Distribution Function
An example of the average LDF for air showers, with
fixed S125 and zenith angle, can be seen in Fig. 2. At
large distances, there are two distinct populations. One
population is the continuation of the main distribution at
smaller distances, where the electromagnetic component of
the shower dominates. The other population, with signals
around 1 VEM, is made up mostly of tanks hit by one or
more muons. These two populations are clearly seen in Fig.
3, where we show the histograms of collected charge for all
tanks at selected fixed distances to the shower axis.
Figure 2: 2-d histogram of the tanks’ total charge (in VEM),
including SLC and HLC hits, and its distance to the shower
axis (in meters) for events with S125 between 4 and 5 VEM,
which corresponds to energies around 4 to 5 PeV, and zenith
angle between 30  and 33 . The vertical lines mark the
distances at which the 1-d histograms in Fig. 3 were made.
The first population corresponds to the tanks detecting
no muons. We approximate this distribution by a power-
law multiplied by a function that describes the trigger
probability. The trigger probability can be described by a
sigmoidal function of the logarithm of the charge, centered
at 0.25 VEM and with a width of 0.14. This approximation
works well at large distances from the shower axis.
The second population, with a peak around 1 VEM, can
be described by the contributions of tanks detecting an inte-
ger number of muons, determined by detailed simulations
of the detector response. These contributions are weighted
according to a Poisson distribution with a given mean num-
ber of muons hNµi. The resulting distribution is smeared
and shifted to account for a very small contribution from
electrons, positrons, and g-rays. These parameters are left
free in the fitting procedure.
We can fit the charge distribution at a sufficiently large
distance from the shower axis using the distributions just
described. The result is the number of tanks hit by at
least one muon. This, together with the total number of
tanks located at that distance provide an estimate of the
probability to be hit by one or more muons, which leads to
the mean number of muons hNµi:
pµ hit = 1  e hNµ i. (1)
In order to ensure that the distance from the shower
axis is sufficiently large, this procedure is applied only
to the charge distributions of tanks located at distances
larger than a value that can depend on S125 and zenith
angle. This minimum distance is defined such that, given
any tank with signal at this distance, there is less than 10%
chance probability that it is an HLC. This can easily be
determined at all S125 and zenith angle values by looking
at the corresponding distribution of tanks, such as the one
displayed in Fig. 4. From these distributions, we can also
estimate the probability that any tank at a given distance
to the shower axis will record a hit, also called the Lateral
Trigger Probability (LTP).
The resulting muon lateral distributions, corresponding
to air showers arriving within 31  from the vertical, and
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Figure 3: Vertical slices of the 2-d histogram in Fig. 2. Each
histogram corresponds to a vertical line in Fig. 2. They
correspond to the radii at which the probability that a given
tank with signal is part of an HLC is 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5.
At 297m, the model described does not fit the distribution.
selected S125 bins, are shown in Fig. 5. Each LDF can be
described by the following function:
Nµ(r) = AS125b r 0.75
⇣
1+
r
320m
⌘ g
, (2)
where we decided to fix the first exponent of r to -0.75,
and the equivalent to the Moliere radius to 320 meters, as
measured by Greisen [11], and fit the rest of the parameters.
4 Detection Efficiency for Inclined Air
Showers
In order to estimate the efficiency for the detection of in-
clined IceCube-contained showers, we implemented a sim-
ple Monte Carlo algorithm. The first step of the algorithm
is to generate a random geometry (position and direction)
that intersects the in-ice detector. The next step is to choose
either a primary energy or a value for S125. The primary
energy determines the mean value for S125, using a rela-
tion known for angles up to 37  [9] extrapolated up to 60 .
Given the geometry and S125, we then use the lateral trigger
probability, determined as described in the previous section,
to generate many realizations of sets of tanks with signal.
We can finally impose various conditions for detection and
calculate the fraction of detected events. The precise con-
dition to be used in the future will depend on the required
reconstruction quality and is not determined at this time.
One can require that there be a certain number of SLCs
or HLCs. As an example, the resulting detection efficiency
as a function of zenith angle, for different S125 values,
can be seen in Fig. 6. We show two different conditions,
one requiring 10 SLCs and another requiring 3 HLCs. It
becomes apparent that, at large zenith angles, the events
consist mostly of SLC hits. This is because the local trigger
probability is more evenly distributed over the array.
The most striking feature is the increase in efficiency that
occurs at zenith angles larger than 45 . To understand this,
we need to remember that the lines in Fig. 6 correspond to
air showers with fixed S125. The feature is a reflection of
the fact that, as the air shower zenith angle increases, it has
Figure 4: The radial distribution of all tanks (black), tanks
with HLC (dark gray), tanks with SLC (light gray), and
tanks with no hits (dotted) for events with S125 between 4
and 5 VEM and zenith angle between 30  and 33 . Note
that SLC hits dominate at large distances.
Figure 5: Reconstructed average lateral distribution of
muons for air showers arriving at zeniths angles of 31  with
the vertical and selected S125 values. The small markers
correspond to points below the radial cut and not used in
the fitting procedure.
to traverse a larger amount of atmosphere and the muon
component gives a larger relative contribution at ground,
thereby decreasing the steepness of the LDF. That is: for a
given S125, the trigger probability at large distances to the
shower axis increases with zenith angle. To make the point
clearer, we show the LTP corresponding to events with an
S125 around 3.6VEM in Fig. 7, where we can see how the
tail of the LTP is steeper at small zenith angles.
The resulting effective area, as a function of zenith angle,
is displayed in Fig. 8. In this figure, the thick solid line
represents the surface area of IceTop projected at that zenith
angle. The effective area for showers arriving at an angle
of 60  with the vertical, with an energy of 112.9 PeV, is
comparable to the effective area of IceTop.
The result of integrating the effective area over the
azimuth and zenith range is the aperture. This is displayed
in Fig. 9 as a function of the primary energy. Here it
becomes apparent that, with a requirement of 10 IceTop
SLCs in coincidence with the in-ice event, the aperture
for IceCube-contained events is comparable to that of the
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Figure 6: Detection efficiency for IceCube-contained in-
clined air showers with two different selection criteria. The
SLC criterion requires a minimum of 10 SLCs. The HLC
criterion requires a minimum of 3 HLCs. Both are displayed
for selected S125 values: 89.2, 33.8, and 10.1 VEM.
Figure 7: Lateral Triggering Probability (LTP) for air show-
ers with S125 =3.6VEM and selected zenith angles. The
LTP at large distances follows a power law with a steepe-
ness that decreases with zenith angle.
current IceTop analysis at energies of the order of 25 PeV
and more than doubles it at energies larger than 200 PeV.
At 80 PeV it becomes larger than the aperture of IceTop for
the same angular range. Therefore, the addition of IceCube-
contained events should triple the statistics above 200 PeV
when compared to the current analysis.
5 Outlook
By studying IceTop-contained air showers arriving with
zenith angles up to 60 , IceTop can double the statistics
over the entire energy range. We have also shown that the
aperture of IceCube for the detection IceCube-contained
cosmic ray air showers is more than double that of IceTop
alone. The study of these events opens the possibility of
studying the Muon Production Depth distribution function,
which we intend to explore in the near future. The muon
lateral distribution function presented here will enable us to
determine the muon content of air showers on an event-by-
event basis.
Figure 8: Effective area as a function of zenith angle for
selected reconstructed energies.
Figure 9: Aperture as a function of primary energy, assum-
ing 100% in-ice detector efficiency. The horizontal lines
correspond to the geometric aperture of the in-ice and Ice-
Top components of IceCube. We show two values corre-
sponding IceTop, for events with zenith angle less than 37 
(1.14 km sr) and 60  (2.36 km sr).
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Abstract: IceTop, the surface component of the IceCube Observatory at the South Pole, measures both the
electromagnetic and muon components of cosmic ray air showers. Although initially deployed level with the
snow surface, drifting snow buries the IceTop tanks under a layer of matter which attenuates the electromagnetic
component and whose thickness changes slowly over time. Accounting for this attenuation is an important factor
in correctly reconstructing the shower, but it is dependent on the shower’s energy, composition, and zenith angle,
as well as distance from the shower core. This work studies the attenuation of air shower particles and the effect
of this attenuation on IceTop signals.
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1 Motivation
IceTop [1] is the surface detector component of the Ice-
Cube Observatory [2]. IceTop’s 81 cosmic ray detector
"stations" are positioned near the top of IceCube’s deeply-
buried strings. Each station is composed of two tanks of
frozen water; each tank contains two Digital Optical Mod-
ules (DOMs), one with high gain and one with low gain,
which detect the Cherenkov light from charged particles
passing through the tank. IceTop is sensitive to both elec-
tromagnetic particles and muons from cosmic ray air show-
ers. The total charge deposited in each tank (which is mea-
sured in calibrated units of "vertical equivalent muons" or
VEM) is used to reconstruct the properties of the shower,
by fitting the distribution of charges to an expected func-
tional form.
The IceTop site is the geographic South Pole, a high-
altitude plateau where the snowy surface is ever-changing.
Precipitation is minimal, but snowdrift driven by a pre-
vailing wind slowly buries the IceTop tanks over time,
especially those near buildings or structures, or which are
located on sloped terrain. Figure 1 shows the depth of the
snow layer above Station 40, which was deployed in Jan-
uary of 2007, as a function of time. Snow depth increases
at an average rate of about 20 cm/year over the entire
array. But the coverage of snow on the detector also builds
unevenly; tanks deployed early in IceTop’s construction
history generally have accumulated the most snow, due to a
combination of time, sloped terrain, and proximity to struc-
tures, as shown in Figure 2. In between regular in situmea-
surements of snow depths, the snow depth of a tank can
be estimated using “VEMcal” calibration data in which
the amount of signal from muons (which does not attenu-
ate) is compared to the electromagnetic signal (which does)
[1, 3].
The accumulated snow is part of the IceTop detector, as
the particles observed will be attenuated by the layer above,
affecting the charge observed in the tank and thus also the
measured shower “size” S125. Since S125 is used by mul-
tiple IceTop analyses [4, 5, 6] to measure primary energy,
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Fig. 1: Example of the accumulation of snow over time,
for the two tanks in Station 40. Solid symbols are direct
measurements of snow depth performed by scientists on-
site. Lines are indirect measurements using VEMcal data
taken weekly and smoothed monthly.
accounting for snow is critical. In fact, uncertainty in snow
correction is the dominant source of systematic uncertainty
for the spectrum measurements in these analyses.
2 A simple snow correction
The attenuation of electrons through matter is well-studied.
A single (MeV) electron loses energy with a radiation
length X0 of about 37 g/cm2 in ice [7]. High energy elec-
trons can generate electromagnetic (EM) cascades in mat-
ter, which obey cascade equations [8]. So the electrons in
an air shower experience attenuation which is a convolu-
tion of the particles’ energy spectrum with the energy loss
(according to cascade physics) at each energy. In partic-
ular, if the electrons have a E−2.7 spectrum, the popula-
tion as a whole is expected to be attenuated exponentially
with the distance into the matter, with an effective attenua-
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Fig. 2: Map of the snow coverage (in meters) over the
IceTop tanks (black dots), during February of 2010. Pink
squares labeled with acronyms are structures. The two out-
lined regions are the “old” subarray and “new” subarray
used for optimizing a simple snow reconstruction [5]. The
circle indicates Station 38, a very snowy station studied in
this paper. Station 40 is two stations grid east of Station 38.
tion length of approximately 85 g/cm2 [9]. Using the aver-
age density of snow at the South Pole (measured on-site)
which is 0.38 g/cm3 [1], this effective attenuation length λs
should be about 2.1 m.
A simple exponential snow correction in reconstruction
of air showers was first used in the analysis of 40-string
IceTop-IceCube coincidence data for cosmic ray compo-
sition [4]. A shower’s core location, direction, and S125
are reconstructed by maximizing the likelihood that the
track hypothesis (which predicts an expected signal, in the
absence of snow) gave rise to the observed signal (details
in [1]). To account for the attenuation by snow, the no-
snow expected signal S0 in a particular tank is reduced by
an exponential factor:
Scorr = S0 exp(−X/λs) where X = dsnow/cos(θ)
before being compared to the observed signal in that tank.
Here, “X” is the slant depth that particles must travel to a
tank at a depth dsnow. Monthly tables of the snow depths of
all the tanks, derived using VEMcal data, are used for this
correction so that it changes appropriately over time. This
simple treatment is also being used in current IceTop analy-
ses such as: measurement of the all-particle spectrum with
73 IceTop stations alone [5] and with coincidence events
which also pass through IceCube [6]. The correction was
optimized by comparing the “old/more snow” subarray of
the IceTop detector to the “new/less snow” subarray. A
selection of these subarrays is shown in Figure 2. The best
λs is the one which brings the measured S125 distributions
from the different subarrays in line, as shown in Figure 3.
In these studies, a λs of 2.1 m fits the old/new subarray to
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Fig. 3: S125 distributions without any snow correction
(above) and with an optimal snow correction (below).
each other well, but this number has a systematic uncer-
tainty estimated at ±0.2 m.
3 Toward a more advanced snow
correction: studies using IceTop data
Although an average λs can be derived using some sim-
plifying assumptions, the behavior of air shower signals
in the real IceTop detector is expected to be more com-
plicated. The fraction of the signal coming from unatten-
uated muons will vary (as a function of distance from the
shower core, primary energy, primary composition, and
zenith angle) Also, the shape of the spectrum of particles
may vary from the assumed E−2.7, with these same param-
eters.
Attenuation as a function of radius from the core was
first studied using IceTop data itself. In particular, in
IceTop-73 data (from 2010), many of the tanks were newly-
deployed and covered with very little snow. These “no-
snow tanks” can be used as a reference against which to
compare signals in “snowy” tanks. A sample of events was
collected for which the core position and direction was
well-reconstructed, using quality cuts. For each tank, a nor-
malized lateral distribution function (LDF) of signals was
computed, in which each signal S measurement in the his-
togram was divided by the S125 of the event in which the
tank was participating. These “normalized S distributions”
were made for both snowy and no-snow tanks; the distri-
butions are systematically lower for snowy tanks due to
the attenuation. Figure 4 shows the logarithm of the ratio
between the normalized S distribution of the tanks in a
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Fig. 4: Log of the ratio of normalized Ssnowy to normalized
Snosnow as a function of distance from reconstructed core,
for the two tanks in Station 38. The six panels represent
a rough breakdown by energy. Near-vertical (0◦ to 20◦)
events only are selected.
snowy station to that of the normalized S distribution of the
no-snow baseline, in several different regimes of energy
(as estimated by S125). The more negative this value, the
greater the attenuation of the total signal. The reduction of
attenuation with increasing distance can be attributed to a
changing muon content in the shower (further away, the
shower becomes more dominated by muons and thus less
effectively attenuated).
Muons do not explain the “upturn” in this ratio at
small distances to the core, which indicates less attenuation
(an enhancement) of signal close to the core. The effect
grows more pronounced, and out to larger distances, at
higher energies. Since real IceTop data suffers from recon-
struction errors, unknown muon content, and effects from
thresholds and saturation of PMT’s, such a measurement
is difficult to interpret on its own.
4 Toward a more advanced snow
correction: a ring simulation
To explore these effects further, vertical CORSIKA[10]
showers were simulated (both proton and iron primaries),
at fixed energies (0.1, 0.316, 1, 10, and 100 PeV). In order
to isolate the effect of snow on the EM component of the
showers, all muons were stripped out of the CORSIKA
files. The modified showers were then propagated through
a simplified toy model of an IceTop-like detector, with sin-
gle tanks (containing two DOMs each) spaced at sixteen
different radii from the shower axis (5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100,
125, 150, 200, 250, 300, 400, and 500 m). Each tank at
each radius was simulated under 10 different snow depths,
ranging from 0.0 to 1.8 m. The snow and the toy tanks
were simulated using an IceTop simulation tool based on
GEANT4 [11]. Photons arriving at the toy DOMs’ pho-
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Fig. 5: Number of photoelectrons (arbitrarily normalized)
hitting toy DOMs in the “ring simulation” as a function of
snow depth, for various radii from the shower core. The
showers are from 1 PeV vertical proton primaries. Each of
the fit curves is a decaying exponential plus a short-range
exponential rise.
tocathode were counted; details of the detector response
beyond this were not simulated.
The number of photoelectrons registered in each toy
tank as a function of snow depth for 1 PeV protons is
shown in Figure 5, in which each of the 16 panels rep-
resents a different radius from the shower core There are
some interesting features, namely: a) that attenuation is
exponential (as expected), and the slope of the attenua-
tion slowly changes as a function of radius, and b) that at
very small radii (5 and 10 m from the core), snow causes
an enhancement in signal at first, followed by attenuation.
Corresponding plots for iron showers, and showers of other
energies, show similar qualitative behavior.
Production from EM cascades of the highest-energy
shower particles in the snow explains the enhancement fea-
ture at small distances. Figure 6 shows the spectra of elec-
trons for various distances from the core, for 1 PeV pro-
ton showers. At most distances, the spectra have approxi-
mately the same shape, but very near the core (10 m and
less), the harder electron spectrum stretches to higher ener-
gies. The particles in high-energy tails of the spectrum will
cause EM cascades of their own in the snow, producing an
increase in the number of particles at first, followed by a
decrease as the now lower-energy particles attenuate away.
To test this interpretation, particle distributions from COR-
SIKA at discrete core distances (such as those shown in
Figure 6) were convolved with the Greisen function for
EM cascades:
Neγ =
0.31√
β
exp(t(1− 32 log(s)))
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Fig. 6: Spectra of electrons from a 1 PeV proton event
from CORSIKA. The different colors represent different
distances from the shower core. The solid line is the shape
of E−2.7, to guide the eye.
where β = log(E/83MeV), t is the slant depth X in meters
divided by X0/ρ (i.e. measured in radiation lengths), and
s= 3t/(t+2β ) [8]. The convolution produces an expected
number of particles as a function of snow depth; the result-
ing distributions look qualitatively very similar to Figure 5,
with similar enhancement features at 5 and 10 meter dis-
tances in particular.
5 Results and Conclusions
Each of the 16 panels of Figure 5 was fit to a decaying
exponential plus an EM-cascade “turnover”. Similar fits
were performed on all the CORSIKA sets (the different
energies, and both protons and iron), all of which show
similar qualitative behavior. A summary of the fitted expo-
nential slope (which is −1/λs) as a function of radius to
the shower core is shown in Figure 7.
Different primary energies and compositions show
different attenuation lengths, especially at small dis-
tances where high-energy particles complicate the cascade
physics. Most of the curves settle near a slope of around -
0.5 (which is a λs of about 2 m) at distances beyond 100 m.
Since the IceTop hits that contribute most to an event recon-
struction are generally at distances of 100-200 m, it is not
surprising that the simple snow correction technique cur-
rently in use works well. However, this result also shows
that improvement is possible; instead of one attenuation
length λs at all tanks, the attenuation response could be a
function of a tank’s position relative to the core, as well as
other variables such as hypothesis energy, composition, or
zenith.
One must also keep in mind that this attenuation behav-
ior describes the EM shower component only, not the
muons. One must also study the fraction of IceTop signals
due to muons (either from theory or as part of the recon-
struction itself), and attenuate only the EM fraction. So, in
the future, a more advanced snow-corrected signal expec-
tation will have a form like:
Scorr = Smuons+A(X)SEM
where the attenuation function of slant depth A(X) may be
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Fig. 7: Slope of an exponential fit to the sixteen curves
such as in Figure 5, which is negative 1/λs. Different colors
represent different simulated proton primary energies, and
1 PeV iron is also shown for comparison. The 1 PeV data
points have been fit to curves (protons = solid, and iron =
dashed).
exponential (A(X) = exp(−X/λs)), but may also include
EM cascade effects for tanks very near the core.
This study still faces a number of unresolved issues. A
different optimal λs is found for Monte Carlo and data. The
ring simulation studies vertical events only, and yet it is
known that the behavior of the snow correction depends
on zenith angle. A full simulation of IceTop under differ-
ent snow depths will be necessary to study the effect of
threshold and saturation settings, and hopefully to lead to a
generalized snow correction technique which will improve
reconstructions for all.
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